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DEGREE OF DIFFERENCE

ttA bit of magic"
For Paul Ridgeway, life is one big special event
by Deborah Hudson

Spend an hour with Paul Ridgeway, Minnesota's special events wizard, and you'll quickly be
impressed with how one person pulls off so
many detail-oriented extravaganzas.
He is divinely inspired.
Ridgeway, a 1988 St. Cloud State University graduate, is the creative genius behind several very public and many somewhat private
events. As a special events consultant, he's
planned big-time events: the Minnesota Twins
World Series parade and victory party at the
Minnesota State Capitol in 1988, Super Bowl
halftimes, Hollywood-scale weddings, corporate
bashes, publicity-rich anniversary events for
giant companies, and probably his most significant event-Soviet Union President Mikhail
Gorbachev's recent visit to Minnesota.
The walls of his comfortable Twin Cities
home are covered with diverse knick-knacks
mixed with personal gifts, family antiques, and
his beloved Norman Rockwell plate collection.
Pictures of a younger, dark-haired Ridgeway show him smiling next to the likes of
Ronald Reagan,Jimmy Carter,Rudy Perpich,
Wendell Anderson. Not far from a picture of
Walter Mondale's pre-election rally bash is a
. 7 ,500-year-old pot, and lamps from Istanbul.
His dizzying array of artifacts look right at home
next to framed United Way posters, mementos
from all-time favorite events.
Married for 17 years to the former Rosalind Templin, who attended St. Cloud State
University (SCSU) from 1968 until 1972, he's
proud to claim St. Cloud State as his alma
mater. His wife's parents, known to many
SCSU alums, are Dorothy and Irv Templin.
"He was quite the guy, he really could stir
things up," recalls Pat Potter, SCSU associate
dean of students. She remembers Ridgeway's
leadership skills as a student, and isn't the least
bit surprised at his career path.
Ridgeway, a stout man with piercing eyes
whose hair is now graying, attended St. Cloud
State from 1967 until 1971, was a member of
Phi Sigma Epsilon, and left SCSU three credits
shy to begin a career of working with celebrities, sports figures, politicians and business
moguls. He picked up his bachelor of elective
studies degree in 1988.
In between, he's had a meteoric career progression and he has gained an international
reputation.
Is he star struck? Altered by his astonishing
sucesses?
No. An obviously common sense sort of
guy, _he says God is the master events planner in
life-he's just a player.
"Our culture judges people by fame and
success," says Ridgeway, a native of Richfield
with close ties to his mother's family, the Stays,
in Foley and Princeton. "The Lord judges us by
our heart."
Ridgeway got his start in special events
management after he left SCSU by working
with Terry Montgomery, former chief of staff

Behind the scenes during the Mikhail Gorbachev
visit _to Minnesota was Paul Ridgeway, who
served as lead advance person for the Soviet

President's state appearance. Photo courtesy of
Paul Ridgeway

for Minnesota Gov. Perpich. He was eventually
hired by Hubert Humphrey to be an advance
man for the unsuccessful presidential bid, and
along the way got to know Wendell Anderson.
He drops names of people like Harvey
Mackay (he worked on his daughter's July
wedding); Lou Holtz (he introduced him to
Minnesota), and Curt Carlson (his former
boss).
Ridgeway is ready to work on the Super
Bowl in Minnesota in 1992, and in between,
will likely have his name associated with most
of the state's "big" events.
"I've got a Rolodex full of names," he
says. "I've got jugglers, clowns, balloons, everything." Balloons are a mainstay of most events,
so he is known to keep boxes of balloons and
tanks of helium in his garage "just in case."
A Nov. 23, 1986 cover story on Ridgeway
in the Star Tribune "Picture" magazine, aptly
describes his colorful, boistrous personality:
"Each word from his mouth begs an exclamation point."
Minnesota Gov. Rudy Perpich has publicly
endorsed Ridgeway in six simple words: "He is
the best there is."
In St. Cloud recently as guest speaker for
an advertising association luncheon, Ridgeway
shared the personal side of the very public ,man.
Deeply committed to his faith, he is guided by
the view of eschatology, a branch of theology
concerned with the final events in the history of
the world or humankind. In fact, he believes
the opportunity to work with Soviet leader
-Mikhail Gorbachev during his June visit to

Minnesota was a sign of world peace. He calls
the visit his most stressful event ever, but he
was thrilled to be asked.
"It was a tremendous opportunity," he
told the luncheon group. "I've seen leadership
around the world, good and bad, and this is a
world-class leader. He is a part of the changes
to come."
Ridgeway's work to serve as the "advance
team leader" for Gorbachev drew rave reviews
from prestigious publications including the
Wall Street Journal and The Eronomist. Ridgeway's heart, however, is in charity events. He's
fond of the Salvation Army, the United Way,
and other causes he believes in. He and his wife
work to instill these values in their children,
Paul Charles, 11, and Christina, 7.
An avid reader with an amazing grasp of
varied philosophies, Ridgeway credits his college days for stirring his love for learning and
application of what he knows to how he lives
his life.
"I work to get people to stretch themselves, to believe in themselves, then they
do the impossible," he says.
How does he ensure a successful event?
"Have the clients underanticipate, then
overproduce for them," Ridgeway says, adding:
"I want to plan events as something people will
remember as a good time. Every event has to
have a bit of magic."
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Deborah Hudson is assistant public relations director fur
news in SCSV' s Office of Public Relations and
Publications.
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Pehler selected
Jim Pehler, assistant professor
of learning resources at St.
Cloud State University (SCSU)
and a soon-to-be-retired Minnesota state senator, has been
chosen to serve on a site selection panel for the new Center
for Education Finance and
Productivity.
Pehler will serve on a panel
of seven members, including
education researchers, teachers
and policy makers. The panel
has been assembled by the United States Department of Education and will make recommendations from the review process
to the assistant secretary of the
United States Department of
Education.
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The wonders of aquatic science
and hydrology will provide the
backdrop for a summer research
appointment for a St. Cloud
State University (SCSU)
graduate.
Colleen Voss, who graduated May 25, was awarded a
National Science Foundation
summer competitive research
experience at the Center for
Great Lakes Studies in Milwaukee, Wis. Voss, a major in earth
sciences, was to develop a joint
research project with Dr. Douglas Cherkaur of the center.
This fall, she will enroll at
the University of Arizona at
Tucson, were she has accepted a
graduate assistantship in the
hydrology department. Voss is
from St. Cloud.

Picture this
The Twin Cities chapter of
Society of Photographic Science
and Technology (SPSE)
awarded a St. Cloud State University (SCSU) student with the
Carl C. Miller award.
The recipient, Mark Oliver,
majored in the photographic
technology program. He
received the award and applied
it to his costs for attending a
SPSE symposium.
The award is named for
Carl C. Miller, a distinguished

researcher in applied imaging, a
photographic technique. It is
presented annually to a deserving Minnesota student.

State University appoints board
member. Paula Dykstra, St.
Cloud, has been appointed by
Minnesota Governor Rudy Perpich to a four-year term on the
Minnesota State University
Board. Dykstra is an owner/
broker of Castle Realty in St.
Cloud. In addition to her work,
she is extensively involved in
community organizations as well
as politics. Two of Dykstra's
children are graduates of St.
Cloud State University.

We're sorry...
In a story about the Abigail Falk
Creative Writing Prize, from the
summer edition of OUTLOOK; we
mistakenly identified Abigail Falk.
She is Armand Falk's aunt. We
apologize for the mistake.

Making inroads

Festival connection

Forty high school students participating in the Inroads program visited St. Cloud State
University (SCSU) in June to
learn more about university life,
attend classes, and discuss
career options.
.
The students from the
Twin Cities ranged in age from
thirteen to seventeen. SCSU
provided µie housing, meals,
and facility for the program,
which met at the university for
the first time.
uThe purpose of the program was to give these students
a look at what college life is all
about," said Tina Edwards, who Kevin Reif, an instructor with Inroads, discusses communication
principles with two of his students during their visit to SCSU. Photo by
coordinated the program on
Wendy Cichanski
behalf of SCSU.
While at SCSU, the students attended seminars entitled has a thirty-eight percent partic- and lodging while on the camusurviving Colleges," uRacism
ipation rate with more than half pus. There are a number of simon Campus," and on the subject its members attending each
ilar programs operating nationmeeting, Hegg said.
wide, but nearly all are at major
of diversity in a multicultural
The chapter received a
society. The students particiresearch institutions, he said.
$500 award from Union Car"We hope that some of
~'
pated in recreational, cultural,
bide and $100 from TRW, a
these fellows eventually may
and social activities. They also
communication engineering
attended enrichment classes in
return to campus as instructors
company. The $100 will be
in the future," said Conthe areas of math, science, pernaughton. The project also
sonal development, communica- used for a scholarship, Hegg
said.
includes an evaluation of its
tion, and study skills to prepare
success at the conclusion of the
them for their next year in high
session. It is likely this model
school. A formal banquet and
will be adopted in the universidance also were a part of the
Diverse teachers
program.
ty's other colleges, he said.
Inroads is a national organi- Four minority teaching fellows
representing the disciplines of
zation which helps develop and
English, art, music, and philoplace talented students of color
Possible center
sophy taught at St. Cloud State
in business and industry. The
University (SCSU) this summer A proposal to establish a Cenorganization also provides acaas part of the institution's cultu- tral Minnesota Manufacturing
demic tutoring and leadership
ral diversity initiative.
Technology Center (CMMTC)
training.
The fellows, selected in a
successfully completed the first
competitive national search,
step in securing funding from
taught second summer session.
the Minnesota Advanced ManuThey were: Gabrielle Foreman,
facturing Technology Center
minority literature and English;
(MAMTC), according to Rich
Frederick Aguilera, printmaking Dunfee, assistant vice president
and art; Ralph Russell, Ameri- . for research and director of St.
can popular music; and Clevis
Cloud State University's sponHeadley, philosophy. Foreman
sored programs.
is a Ph.D. candidate at the UniThe plans, programs, and
versity of California at Berkeley. services of the CMMTC are
Aguilera is a Master of Fine
designed to meet the needs of
Arts (M.F.A.) candidate at the
the more than 2,000 manufacUniversity of Oregon. Russell is turers in the 22-county service
a Ph.D. candidate at the Univer- area, he said. Its services are
sity of California, Santa Barorganized in the following five
bara. Headley is a Ph.D. candicategories: information services,
date at the University of Miami. education, manufacturing/busiKristin Hegg
The program, designed by
ness assessment, applied
the College of Fine Arts and
research and development, and
Winning women
Humanities, is intended to give
advanced manufacturing equipprospective college teachers the
St. Cloud State University's
ment demonstration and
opportunity to experience
chapter of the Society of
promotion.
Women Engineers (SWE) took
SCSU while completing their
The success of the proposal
first place in the national conterminal degree programs. It was comes from the fact that the
vention's contest for Best New
also aimed at increasing the
region includes eleven technical
Student section.
offerings available to summer
colleges as well as the resources
Kristin Hegg, chapter pressession students. The program is of St. Cloud State, he said.
ident, accepted the award at the
part of an intensive university
MAMTC is a program of the
national conference held June
effort to increase the number of Gr~er Minnesota Corporation,
25 through July 1 in New York
faculty from under-represented
a nonprofit organization created
City. The award recognized the
minority groups, said Michael
to help the competitiveness of
St. Cloud State chapter for its
Connaughton, dean of the ColMinnesota manufacturers.
organization of the Horizons
lege of Fine Arts and
The request of MAMTC is
Conference last year. The conHumanities.
for foundation support of $3.1
ference promoted math and
Under the program, the
million for the project, which
university provided a stipend to will require a total of $5.5 milscience to St. Cloud area junior
high school girls and their parcover basic living expenses,
lion for a five-year period, Dunents. In addition, the chapter
including transportation, meals,
fee said.

Three St_. Cloud State Univer- '
sity staff members spent part of
their summer as volunteers at
U.S. Olympic Festival-'90,
July 6-15 in Minneapolis and St.
Paul.
· St. Cloud State Sports
Information Director Anne
Abicht, University Photographer Jim Altobell, and
Athletic Trainer Patrick Karns
brou¢1t their professional skills
and experience to the festival.
Abicht served as a U.S.
Olympic committee press
officer for the sport of volleyball at Williams Arena on the
University of Minnesota
campus.
Her responsibilities
included preparing a media
guide for eight men's and
women's teams, setting up
media interviews, supervising
press row during the actual
event, writing game stories, and
providing statistics for the local
and national media.
J\bicht was given the
opportunity to work with major
media markets like Los Angeles,
Houston, and the Twin Cities
on a daily basis during the
festival.
Altobell volunteered his
time with the festival photographer corps for the local
organizing committee. He traveled from venue to venue
shooting the stars of future
Olympics.
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His assignments included
shooting the gold medal games
in men's and women's basketball and volleyball and ice
hockey, as well as swimming
and track and field events.
Karns was one of forty-five
athletic trainers _providing training assistance to the athletes
competing in the festival. Karns
was assigned the sport of ice
hockey and spent most of the
festival at the Met Center in
Bloomington.

Congressional honor
A St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) history professor is the
recipient of a $1,000 Congressional Research Grant from the
Dirksen Congressional Center.
Robert F. Zeidel will
explore the topic: uCongressional Leadership and the creation of United States Immigration Commission."
The Everett McKinley
Dirksen Congressional Leadership, Research Center is a nonprofit, non-partisan research .
institution that sponsors grants,
awards, and educational programs to promote a better
understanding of the United
States Congress.
This year, grants totaling
$20,000 were awarded to six
political scientists, six historians, a freelance writer, a journalist, and a team of communication specialists.

Charles Huntington, Minneapolis sculptor, described his piece "Perspectives" to guests at the dedication July 6 at St. Cloud State University. Photo by Jim Altobell

NEWS BRIEFS

Simply outstanding

Staff additions enrich SCSU

Each year, the St. Cloud State
University (SCSU) Office of
Academic Affairs announces the
recipients of the Awards for
Outstanding Contribution for

1989-90.
.Fall 1990 brings the addition of many new
faculty and staff at St. Cloud State University
(SCSU). Since the last edition of OUTLOOK ,
three administrative positions were filled.
Dorothy Simpson was appointed Vice
President for University Relations. Simpson
. was acting vice president in the position since

1985.
Dennis Nunes was named Dean of the
School of Graduate and Continuing Studies,
where he formally was assistant dean.
G. Richard Hogan was named Dean of the
College of Science and Technology. Hogan was
head of and professor in the Department of
Biological Sciences at East Texas State University in Commerce, Texas.
Following is a listing of the new full-time
faculty hired as of Aug. 1 at SCSU. By college
and department they are:

College of Business
Management and Finance
David Christopherson, associate
professor
M.B.A., University of
Minnesota-Minneapolis
Paula King, associate professor
Ph.D., University of
Minnesota-Minneapolis
Lawrence Roth, associate professor
Ph.D., Tulane University
Edward Ward, associate professor
Ph.D., University of Nebraska
Marketing/General Buainesa
Jeffrey Frank, instructor
M.B.A., St. Cloud State University
Bradley Sleeper, assistant professor
Juris Doctor, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis

College of Education
Applied Psychology
Kevin McGrew, assistant professor
Ph.D., University of Minnesota
Educational Administration and
Leadenhip
Thomas Krepel, associate professor
Ph.D., University of Nebraska
Health Education and Traffic
Safety
Barb Vesely, assistant professor
M.A., University of North Dakota
Learning Reaources
Susan Hubbs Motin, instructor
A.M.L.S., University of Michigan
Physical Education, Recreation
and Sport Science
. John Hemingway, assistant
professor
University of Iowa
Teacher Development
Jan Hint%, assistant professor
Ph.D., University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Michael Davis, assistant professor
Ed.D., Columbia University

G. Richard Hogan

College of Fine
Arts and Humanities

Dennis Nunes

College of Science
and Technology

Bonnie Bussa, assistant dean
Ph.D., University of Denver

Biological Sciences
Patricia Hauslein, assistant
professor
Jean Trumbo, assistant professor
Ph.D., Louisiana State University
M.S., Iowa State University
Chemistry
Communication Disorden
Roger Bontems, assistant professor
Mark Stimley, assistant professor
Ph.D., Arizona State University
M.A., Ball State University
Melinda Lee, assistant professor
English
B.A., Augsburg College
Walter Kalaidjian, assistant
Computer Science
professor
Chin-Feng Fan, associate professor
Ph.D., University of Illinois
M.S., Iowa State University
Foreign Languages
Del Marie Rysavy, assistant
Katsuhiko Momoi, assistant
professor
professor
M.S., University of Oregon
M.A., Penn State University
El~cal Enpeering
Mau Communications
Andrew Belckala, associate
Charles Czech, instructor
professor
B.S., St. Cloud State University
M.S.M.E., Michigan Tech UniverMuaic
sity
Alvaro Bertrand, assistant professor · Stephen Shih, assistant professor
M.A., Audio Workshop School,
M.S., University ot Missouri
New York, N.Y.
lnduatrial Studies
Ellen Kain, instructor
Anthony Akubue, assistant
B.A., University of
professor
Wisconsin-Madison
Ed.D., West Virginia University
Marcelyn Smale, associate professor Mathematics and Statistics
Ph.D., University of
Marilyn Creed, instructor
Minnesota-Minneapolis
M.A.T., University of WisconsinTerry Vermillion, instructor
Eau Claire
M.A., University of Northern
Susan Haller, instructor
Colorado
B.S., Moorhead State University
Philosophy
Sook Heui Jun, assistant professor
Clevis Headley, assistant professor
Ph.D., Indiana University
M.A., University of Miami
Lance Nielsen, instructor
Speech Communication
M.S., University of New
Richard Hyde, assistant professor
Hampshire
M.S., North Texas University
Samuel Ofori, assistant professor
Ph.D., Bowling Green State
University
College of Social
James Wilmesmeier, assistant
professor
Sciences
Ph.D., University of Iowa
Economics
Physics
Eungmin Kang, assistant professor
Richard Beedle, assistant professor
B.A., Sung Kyun Kwan University
Ph.D., University of
Political Science
Minnesota-Minneapolis
Patricia Bodelson, assistant
Mark Nook, assistant professor
professor
M.S., Iowa State University
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Technology
SociolOffI Anthropoqy
Nassar Rashidi, assistant professor
Rita Argiros, instructor
Ph.D., University of Wyoming
M.A., State University of New
Hope Thornberg, associate
York
professor
Clark Dobbs, instructor
Ph.D., University of
Ph.D., University of
Minnesota-Minneapolis
Minnesota-Minneapolis

Art
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These faculty are recognized because they have a reputation for excellence and have
made an outstanding contribution to the university. Each
received $900.
The faculty are: Robert
Crumpton, College of Education dean's office; Russell
Scholer, teacher development;
Steve Hoover, applied psychology; Robin Hasslen, child and
family studies; Tamret Tademe,
human relations; Earleen Hanafy, physical education, recreation and sport science; Linda
Dorothy Simpson
Scott, teacher development; Eric
Rudrud, applied psychology;
Ron Carlson, accounting; Debra
Lu, accounting; Willie Curtis,
Administrative Staff . · political science; Beverly Stadum, social work; Pamela MitEdward Bouffard, director, Univertlefehldt, interdisciplinary stusity Conference and Information
dies; Richard Lewis, history;
Center
John DeSanto, mass communiM.A., Michigan State Univen:ity
cations; Richard Dillman, EngFerris Fletcher, assistant professor
lish; Joan Miller, music; George
in counseling
Yoos, philosophy; Lois Roney,
Ph.D., Purdue University
English; Lorimer Bjorklund,
Jeffrey Houdek, assistant registrar
M.A., University of North Dakota
industrial studies; Janis CimArthur Koch, program adviser,
perman, mathematics and statisMinority Student Programs
tics; Charles Eckroth, physics,
B.S., St. Cloud State University
astronomy and engineering
Kathy Langlie, conference
science; Larry Grover, computer
coordinator
science; Anthony Gilberti,
B.S., Bemidji State University
·industrial studies; Keith
Joseph Meierhofer, coordinator of
Kennedy, chemistry; Donald
operations, National Ice Center
Miller, mathematics and statisB.S., St. Cloud State University
tics; Jerry Torborg, technology;
Victor Ortega, residence hall
Janet Woodard, biological
director
sciences and Renee Rude,
B.A., Texas Tech University
Leaming Resources Services.
Mark Petrick, director of security
and parking operations

M.A., Northern Colorado
University
Anthony Vigil, coordinator of
minority student recruitment
B.A., St. John's University
William Wilson, coordinator of
athletics marketing and sports
camps
M.Ed., University of Vermont

Student Life
and Development
Men's Athletics
.
John Harrington, instructor
B.A.S., University of
Minnesota-Duluth
Women's Athletics
Tara Kreklau, instructor
B.S., University of North Dakota
Jane Peterson, instructor
B.A., College of William and Mary
Linda Roberts, instructor
M.S., University of Illinois

Planning award
A St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) student majoring in
local and urban affairs was one
of three people statewide to be
awarded $1,000 from the Minnesota Planning Association
(MPA).
The recipient, Carolyn
Braun, captured the award
based upon her planning vision,
academic performance, participation in urban planning activities, and letters of commendation. Braun is a senior from
Princeton, Minn.

\
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NEWS BRIEFS
Long-time worker
retires from SCSU
after 39 years
by Andrea Friedenauer

It is no longer the career trend to spend more
than five to ten years at a job. One may
wonder, then, what would keep one worker in a
job at St. Cloud State University for nearly
four decades.
Sue Leisen, office manager of SCSU's
Office of Records and Registration for thirtynine years, answers simply: uTo tell the truth, I
enjoyed the work. It changed so much over the
years that it became different jobs."
Leisen retired June 27. She has the distinction of being the one person who has reviewed
the name of virtually every student who has
graduated in the last thirty-nine years. In addition, she has worked with four ~egistrars,
including current SCSU President Brendan
McDonald, who was registrar from 1961 to
1966.
u1 had the great pleasure of working with
Sue when I was first employed by St. Cloud
State in 1957 ," McDonald said. ushe has literally 'trained' many of us who were employed in
that office."
When Leisen started with the university in
September 1951, the records and registration
staff consisted of herself, a clerk-typist, and the
registrar. Today's staff of eighteen processes an
enrollment of nearly 16,500, all registered with
the aid of computers. In 1951, enrollment was

1,100, and computers were mentioned in the
context of science fiction.
"She has assisted the institution in growing
from a system of hand registration to computer
registration," said Barb Grachek, associate vice
president for academic affairs and a colleague of
Leisen's for the past twenty years. "She has the
entire registration system in her head."
Keith Rauch, who has been in the records
and registration office for twenty-five years,
finds it difficult to concisely describe Leisen's
position. "Everything really goes through her
hands," he said. According to Rauch, she handles all production and personnel matters, and
even acts as a consultant.
- ushe is someone you can ask 'what do you
fhink of this?' and get realistic answers about

Sue Liesen Photo by Wendy Cichanski

possible problems;'' said Rauch, director of the
Office of Records and Registration. ushe has to
make our ideas work. Today's computerprinted transcripts are a good example.''
After thirty-nine years, more than 120 registration sessions, tens of thousands of gradu,ates, and a seemingly countless number of
transcripts, Leisen says: ul'm ready to have time
to myself. A lot of people tell me I'll be bored,
but I don't think so."
While Leisen pursues her interests in reading and gardening, howeyer, her colleagues will

be adjusting to the absence of a woman who has
been perhaps the strongest contributing factor
of the office in recent history. usue is simply
"-One of a kind," said McDonald. ushe has set a
standard and a style that is in every dimension
exemplary.''
Said Rauch, ushe's one in a million-there
isn't anyone who would dispute that-and she's
been that way for thirty-nine years."
D
Andrea Friedenauer is a student staff writer in the SCSV
Office of Public Relations and Publications.

Achieving success
Three St. Cloud State University (SCSU) faculty members
have been honored as recipients
of the 1990 Burlington Northern Faculty Achievement
Awards.
The recipients are flo wiger,
director of the Center for
Human Relations and Multicultural Education; Ron Perrier,
theatre professor; and Len Soroka, earth sciences professor.
Each recipient was awarded
$1,500.
The awards program, established in 1984, is designed to
recognize outstanding college
and university teaching. More
than $ 1· million has been allocated to seventy universities in
the past four years.

Play time
Thanks to the efforts of St.
Cloud area carpenters, the St.
Cloud State University (SCSU)
Child Care Center added new
excitement to its outdoor
recreational opportunities.
Carpenters and Joiners
Local Union No. 930 installed
new playground equipment at
the center in late June. About
five workers donated their time
and skills to the project. Local
Union No. 930 has been
involved with projects on the
SCSU campus before. Duane
Scepaniak, a member of the

flo wiger

local and a father with a child at
the center, volunteered to install
the eauipment free.
uwe're really grateful for
their help," said Debra Carlson,
center director. ult's more than
a nice gesture, it really makes a
difference to see how much
people care about children."

Winning paper
A paper by a St. Cloud State
University (SCSU) undergraduate student, Glenn Johnson, was
judged the best at the Iowa State
University Life Sciences
Symposium.
Johnson's paper, uln Vitro
Expression and Analysis of~
Arginine: Glycine Amidinotransferase," explored the conflict in the scientific community

Len Soroka

about the size of a protein that
is part of the energy metabolizing process in muscle. Johnson
graduated May 25 with a major
in biology.
His paper also was presented to the 1990 annual spring
meeting of the Minnesota
Academy of Science at the
Mayo Clinic in Rochester in
May.
Johnson's project was an
offshoot of research started by
his faculty adviser, Denise
McGuire, assistant professor of
biological sciences at SCSU. His
paper competed against papers
from students at 37 other public
and private universities in the
state. He is the son of Ronald
and Kay Johnson, Barrett, Minnesota. He will begin giaduate
work at the University of Michigan this fall.
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Ron Perrier

Bill Haniff '

Student published

CSpan faculty

A paper by~ St. Cloud State
University (SCSU) junior,
David Richter, will appear in
the Fall 1990Joumal of Pi Mu
Epsilon, a national mathematics
honor society for university
students and faculty.
Richter's paper, ueonvergent Ratios of Parallel Recursive
Functions," describes a means
of devising rational approximations for irrational numbers. '
SCSU professor Ralph Carr was
instrumental in submitting the
paper for publication.
ult's a prestigious honor
for an undergraduate student to
have an entire paper published
by Pi Mu Epsilon," said
mathematics and statistics
department chairman James
Kepner.

The C-SPAN television network
recently offered a ue-SPAN in
the Classroom" program in
which a St. Cloud State University (SCSU) professor
participated.
Bill Haniff, director and
professor of the international
relations department, was
chosen to attend the two-day
event as part of the Spring 1990
Seminar for Professors June 4-5
in Washington, D.C.
He was one of thirty-three
college and university instructors chosen. He participated in
professional roundtable discussions and workshops, and a
nationally televised viewer callin program.

SCSU and its neighborhood:

TRENDS

Coping with growth
by Sheri Breen

The south side neighborhood
surrounds St. Cloud State University (SCSU), absorbing its
students and faculty and nestling the university against the
river. Traditionally, the neighborhood has been one of historic homes, carefully tended
lawns, and families with
decades-long roots.
But SCSU's rapidly rising
enrollment has been the catalyst
for changes that have not been
altogether kind to the historic
south side. Stately homes still
exist, but ttlany have been
divided into student rooming
houses with absentee landlords
and infrequent maintenance.
Numerous others have been
demolished and their lots filled
by modem, multi-story student
apartment complexes.
Pressures on the south side
neighborhood have followed the
same sharp upward curve as
student enrollments. At a time
when many colleges and universities are competing for diminishing admissions, SCSU has
been enjoying-and struggling
to cope with-an unprecedented
enrollment boom that "no one
could foresee," according to
William Radovich, vice president for administrative affairs.

The student population
totaled 16,550 for fall quarter
1989, an increase of 2 7 percent
from 1985, and freshman
enrollments for fall 1990 are
running at a record pace.
Limited dormitory space, which
will not increase for another
year, has led many of those students to the private housing
market, where developers have
been quick to respond.
The problems associated
with SCSU's growth are not
unique to the south side,
according to Arthur Mehrhoff,
assistant professor of local and
urban affairs. Modem society's
hunger for information and
expertise has made universities a
major growth industry and, like
SCSU, most universities began
in older urban neighborhoods.

"The result frequently is a
struggle between the growing,
landlocked institution and the
community," Mehrhoff said,
and the same tension now being
experienced on St. Cloud's·
south side is evident
nationwide,
"Several other factors
compound the problem," he
added. Universities usually
"find it difficult to provide
library space, much less housing," and compete with other
state institutions for capital
funds. The result is that universities "are not really masters of
our own fate. To a great extent,
there are larger forces at work
that are hard to overcome, at
least in the short term."
The tradeoffs to the community are significant, however.
In addition to the knowledge
provided to students, Mehrhoff
said, universities offer resources
from which the community can
draw, including lectures, symposia, programs, and internships. Universities also provide
an inexpensive, mobile, and
flexible labor force and a variety
of cultural activities that
enhance the local quality of life.
In most communities, the university also is a principal

Janna Warren, a resident of the south side neighborhood and an outspoken advocate of south side

hood residents, and others
concerned about the south side.
Long-term problems have not
been easily solved, NUCC
members agree~ but the council
at least provides a forum for the
views of disparate groups, some
of whom had come to see each
other as adversaries.
All parties seem to agree
that the flood of students has
been the impetus for profound
change; who should shoulder
the blame and what response
should be made remain topics
of debate.
For some long-time residents, the culprits are clear.
They charge that the university
has remained aloof from the
problems caused outside its
employer, pumping millions of
campus boundaries and refused
dollars into the local economy,
to be honest about its plans;
he said. A 1987 study, for
that developers have reaped
example, estimated the total
windfall profits from the south
annual economic impact of
side even while destroying it;
SCSU on the local area at $191
and that the city council has
million.
abandoned a neighborhood in
Still, some tension is
distress.
almost unavoidable, Mehrhoff
Janna Warren, a NUCC
said. "Communities look more
member whose home on Fifth
for stability than change; uniAvenue South has been in her
versities deal in change.''
family for a century, believes
In St. Cloud, increasing
she is witnessing the "destructensions between students and
tion of the whole south side."
long-time south side residents
SCSU has been guilty of "reckreached a peak following the
less disregard" toward the
Homecoming disturbances of
community, she said, and
1988. In the aftermath, SCSU
should not be allowed to grow,
President Brendan McDonald
in terms of area or enrollment,
called together a Neighborhood
University Community Council · until current problems are
solved.
(NUCC), including representaNot all residents are willing
tives of SCSU, students, landto blame SCSU, however.
lords, City Council, neighborRoger Barrett, who retired from

residents, is a member of the Neighborhood University Community Council. Photo by Jim Altobell

realize they're responsible for
the SCSU music faculty in
1984, also has witnessed the
their own actions."
changes. When he and his wife
Developers, who have been
bought their home on Fourth
heavily criticized by south side
Avenue South in 1964, the area residents, say SCSU's growth is
was completely residential.
crucial to the community and
Now, only four of twelve
· student housing is a necessary
houses on the block are family
service.
residences and the atmosphere
"We're absolutely missing
has changed dramatically, Barthe boat if we don't get behind
rett said. The couple recently
it and support the university in
sold their home to SCSU and
every way we can," said Travis
will be moving to a condomiKent, an SCSU alumnus,
nium in September.
NUCC member, and owner of
eight student-housing apartment
Still, Barrett does not fault
the university for its enrollment complexes. "We should
accommodate the growth, not
increases or handling of the
results. Enrollment must remain hinder it."
SCSU plans to begin
as open as possible, he said, and
SCSU is "on the right track" by remodeling the now-einpty
planning to purchase six blocks, Lawrence Hall for 17 5 students
next year, but the university has
including his home, for expansion. The university's "financial been wise to resist pressure to
and space pinch" is largely due
build more dormitories, Kent
said. "When the private sector
to shortages in legislative funding, Barrett said, leaving SCSU
is bullish enough to invest in
housing, why use those precious
to do "an excellent job" under
adverse conditions.
tax dollars to build dormitories?

Students also expect
SCSU's growth to continue, but
worry about the consequences.
Greg Bechtold, a student
member of the NUCC, believes
additional on-campus dormitories would help ease the south
side's problems but, more
importantly, "students must

We don't have enough academic
facilities, we don't have enough
faculty."
The influx of students has
been traumatic for the south
side, Kent agreed, but "we're
never going to have it like it
was." All neighborhoods
change, he said, and the task

now is to make the south side
the best neighborhood possible
under existing conditions.
One essential ingredient of
a healthy so!1th side is a con-

conditioning, and other amenities of apartment complexes, he
said, which in turn allows landlords to be more selective about
renters.

tinued mix of long-term residents and students, according to
Ken Panger, NUCC member
who owns two student housing
complexes and manages nine
more. Panger, who also is a
commercial property appraiser,
has studied the neighborhood's
stud~nt housing market and the
news is both good and bad, he
said.
Development largely has
entailed the replacement of
older, deteriorating rooming
houses with modem fourbedroom apartment units that
are "cleaner, safer, more ·
secure,,, Panger said. Occupancy
rates indicate that students
prefer the private bedrooms, air

As a result, rooming houses
have become increasingly
unprofitable and many are
vacant and boarded up, but
Panger sees a moderating trend.
Some older student housing has
been sold back to single-family
owners, an invigorating trend
made almost irreversible by current city ordinances, Panger
said.
Meanwhile, the one-and-ahalf-year-old Neighborhood
University Community Council
is one way to reduce the existing
acrimony, according to SCSU
vice president Radovich. The
council has "established a good
line of communication, which
we didn't have at one time," he

The landscape of SCSU's neighborhood is changing. A prime example can be seen across Fifth
Avenue from campus, where one block includes two

said, and keeps community
members up to date.
Some community members
ofNUCC, however, say university administrators must do
more if they sincerely hope for
better communication. Many
NUCC members are critical of
SCSU's current support of the
neighborhood council and
administrators' sometimes defensive responses.
Dennis Ringsmuth, business representative on the
NUCC, also is frustrated by the
council's work, but for a different reason. Ringsmuth, area
branch manager for Dain Bosworth and an SCSU alumnus,
said the university's growth has
been an asset to the community,
yet the group has a tendency to
take on an "anti-university"
tone that worries him.
"It's not a surprise to me
that the university has had rapid
growth" he said, and the result
is "a definite plus for the community. There are a great deal of
quality programs to partake of
or be a spectator at because of
the growth at the university.,,

The South Side neighborhood next to SCSU now includes an eclectic
mix of new, modern apartment buildings, worn old homes that have
been converted to apartments, and a dwindling number of singlefamily homes. Photo by Todd Kampf

Despite the differences of
opinion on the council, its work
has been a crucial extension of
SCSU's commitment to the
community, according to
Angelo Gentile, SCSU public
relations director and past
chairperson of the NUCC. "The
university is an integral part of
the community, and so we want
to be good neighbors. The
neighborhood council is one
effective way for us to be good
neighbors,,, Gentile said.
The university has
responded in several additional
ways to community concerns,
according to SCSU administrators. Two-thirds of the 67
homes in the six-block e~sion area will have been pur-

dents' list of unresolved issues,
however. Some neighbors argue
that the university should contribute to city attempts to patrol
the south side and that new
dormitories should be a priority
if SCSU's growth continues.
Many city officials would
agree with this, according to St.
Cloud City Council President
and SCSU alumnus Larry
Meyer. Private enterprise so far
has filled the housing gap,
Meyer said, but the south side
has reached maximum density~
"If the university does
insist on growing, maybe it
should be forced to look into
constructing housing on its own
land or students will have to

chased from willing sellers this
year, Radovich said, and the
space initially will provide more
parking. A city -bus line partially
funded by student activity fees
and an intracampus shuttle also
help relieve parking congestion
on the south side.
In addition, SCSU
announced in January a decision
to limit freshman enrollment
and implement a priority registration deadline. Efforts to
upgrade academic requirements
over the past several years alSQ
new apartment complexes, left, next to the Tau will help stabilize enrollment.
On-campus dormitories
Kappa Epsilon fraternity house and an older house
and off-campus security remain
containing apartments. Photo by Jim Altobell
at the top o~ south side resi-

Responsive steps already
are being taken, according to
university administrators. The
renovation of Lawrence Hall,
which will be used as an international residence hall, will begin
next summer, Radovich said,
and bonds already have been
sold for an additional dormitory
to be constructed later.
For now, patience may be
the best remedy as SCSU
responds to the financial and
administrative repercussions of
rapid enrollment increases.
"If you're going to have a
growing institution," said
NUCC member Ringsmuth,
"you're bound to have growing
pains."

□

Sheri Breen is a foeelance writer and
editor from Clear Lake, Minnesota.
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Alumnae sisters:
Still tteaching' a lesson or two
by Kathleen Schmitz

Most of what is known about St. Cloud State
University (SCSU) is found in the University
Archives, which contains old T alahi yearbooks,
fragile newspaper clippings, tattered photos,
and hard-bound catalogs documenting SCSU's
history course by course, and year by year.
But among these relics and data, rarely is it
possible to find testimony to the fundamental
principles that bind SCSU's history.
Two alumnae who can offer some ot this
testimony, however, live right in SCSU's
neighborhood. Just one-half mile from campus,
two houses exist as historical landmarks for
SCSU. One is the home of Lena Gossell, 98, at
1010 South Seventh Avenue. Together with her
sister Julia Dahl, 102, residing at 528 South
Eighth A venue, they are quite possibly the university's oldest alumni-living testimony to 200
years of principles and wisdom too often
forgotten.
In the early 1900s, a loaf of bread was a
nickel, and tuition and books were nearly free
at St. Cloud State University, then known as
St. Cloud Normal School.
"I wish we had those times now," says
Dahl. 'Tuition at the Normal School was $3 a
semester, and that included your books, too."
Dahl graduated in 1923 from St. Cloud
Normal School with a teaching degree. She
admits that times have changed. "Back then
students were anxious to learn, and oh my, but
they were quick. Kids today don't seem to take
their schooling seriously."
Dahl distinctly remembers teaching one of
her first classes of sixteen Finnish children in a
log schoolhouse in Bear River, Minnesota after
graduation. "They wanted to learn because they
knew that they would have a better life," she
says.
But the pressure of teaching at age fifteen
didn't seem to bother Dahl.
"The secret is discipline," she says. "We
laid the law down the first day. After that, there
weren't any problems at all."

Julia Dahl is shown with one of the first classes she taught after
graduating from St. Cloud Normal School.

Born on July 4, 1888, Dahl jokes that she
came in "with a bang" and taught for fifty years
in Minnesota with much of the same strength
and determination that she was .born with.
Earning $50 a month, Dahl taught in Bear
River, Grand Rapids, and other northern settlements until she moved to Minneapolis where
she devoted nearly fifty years to teaching elementary children.
"The Minneapolis superintendent said I
was the best primary teacher he ever had," says
Dahl. "And that's how Lena got a job there,
too. He said if I was any indication of the Dahl
family,_that she could have a job teaching, too."

After receiving a teaching certificate at St.
Cloud Normal School in 1914, Gossell too,
began teaching in small rural settlements in
northern Minnesota. She recalls her first school
in the town of Rosie, about forty miles _northeast of Bemidji. .
"A lot of the students were Scandinavians
and Germans who couldn't read or write," says
Gossell. But after just a few weeks, they
learned, she says.
"Everyone wanted to learn and help each
other in those days," says Gossell. "Now I
think people are a little on the selfish side. No,
I wouldn't teach today for anything."
Gossell says her feelings stem from a recent
incident in her front yard where her railing was
broken by, she believes, SCSU students. "Back
in my day you had to be home by eight p.m.,"
says Gossell. "Today these kids are out drink-_
ing until two in the morning." .
After teaching for a few years, Lena married and devoted the rest of her life to raising
two sons. Her son, Alan Gossell, 71, remains in
the house to care for his mother since his
father's death two years ago.
The magnificent rose and vegetable garden
on the side of the house is a tribute to the dedication and love Gossell has for his mother.
"She's honest and what's hers she wants,
but she has a heart of gold," says Alan Gossell.
'' All of the neighbors get the best raspberries in
the garden."
Already this summer, Alan and his mother
have picked over forty-five pints of raspberries.
When she's not giving them away, Lena Gossell
spends much of her time during the summer
canning vegetables in the kitchen and relaxing
in her sunroom at the back of the house, which
the Gossell's moved into in 1939.
"It's important to lead an honest life and
be good to one another," says Lena Gossell.
"I'm not very neighborly now because I'm getting too old, but I've always been good to my
neighbors. I've always said, if you can't say anything nice about someone, don't say anything at
all."
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As they sit in Lena Gossell's sunroom, Lena and
her sister, Julia Dahl, 102, reminisce about "the
good ol' days" as graduates of St. Cloud Normal
School. Photo by Jim Altobell

Although Gossell and Dahl admit that the
last time they were on campus was probably
"when Noah came off the ark," they have fond
memories of St. Cloud Normal School. uThere
were very good teachers who were interested in
your learning." says Gossell. But, they were
tough too. tough too.
"I remember Isabelle Lawrence, the English teacher," says Dahl. "She mostly gave Ds,
and you were glad to get it." Gossell, however,
remembers an even _stricter form of grading. ''If
you were a woman and went to a public dance
you were expelled. No two ways about it."
Both remember that back in those days you
either worked, stayed at home and studied, or
helped with housework.
Offering a bit of advice to teachers graduating today from St. Cloud State, Dahl
believes that they "should go to school well
prepared and dress properly."

Lena Gossell, 98, shows an old family photo to
SCSU Vice President Bill Radovich, during a
recent visit by Radovich to her south side neighborhood home. Photo by Jim Altobell

When reminiscing about their teaching
careers Gossell and Dahl are very proud of their
accomplishments. Gossell remembers one of ·
her students becoming a United States senator,
while Dahl remembers teaching actress Judy
Garland when Garland was a small child in
Grand Rapids. "Life, it's all in what you make
of it," says Dahl. "What's important is how
people will remember you."

□

Kathleen Schmi~ is assistant public relations director far
publications in SCSU' s Office of Public Relations and
Publications.

FOUNDATION

Alumni: Help us tell the SCSU story
Foundation Rq>ort

Jan Zniewski

by Jan Zniewski
We who have offices at Alumni and
Foundation Center are by no means the
only folks at St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) who meet and work with alumni.
However, we more than others, personally
get to know graduates from almost every
graduating class and from most every
major program offered in the l~t fifty or
sixty years.
As acquaintances develop into
friends, the stories we are told give us
glimpses into college life for these graduates and their friends. We learn of the
challenges students faced. The experience
of some was shaped by the Great Depression. The choices of others were limited
by World War II. The GI Bill and federal
financial aid made getting a college education possible for others. These graduates
tell us how an education at St. Cloud
State has influenced their lives.

Beginning with this issue of OUTLOOK (see page 13), we are inviting
graduates to share their stories with us. It
is from alumni that we learn about the
importance of an education at St. Cloud
State in terms of individual lives. Our first
group we'd like to hear from are veterans.
In future issues, we will be asking for
these stories from many others.
We are interested in mem6ries of
college years. We are interested if your
life has been more satisfyil)g because of
your education.
We wonder if most first-generation
college graduates feel college is very
important for others in their families.
How important was financial assistance to
you? Did any particular faculty member
• inspire or encourage you so that your life
has been forever changed?
To help us give appropriate attention

to all responses, we will be asking for you
to watch for your special, specific invitation. Over several issues we believe you
will find a group that includes you.
We cannot promise that every word
of every response will be published. But
we do promise that every response will be
carefully read and considered. We expect
to take quotations for use in brochures,
OUTLOOK. and reoorts. Manv times the
words of graduates reveal, far better than
any others can, what St. Cloud State has
been-and what SCSU still is.
This is not a scientific study. Yet, the
importance of what you tell us will be
considerable.
I look forward to hearing from you.

Jan Zniewski is SCSV director of ad...ancement.

Foundation welcomes
new member, officers

Mike Mavetz and Don Wetter, left, and Mabel Caborn, center, look on
as Rosie Moran, SCSU Di rector of Development, presents information
about the university to volunteers for the St. Cloud Community Campaign. Caborn is 1990 Chairperson and recently hosted this meeting
at her home. Photo by Jim Altobell

SCSU community support
shows steady development
This year's SCSU Community
Campaign, headed by Mabel
Coborn, is the fourteenth year
for a fund-raising effort that has
shown steady development. The
amount raised has increased
nearly every year. Coborn and
her group of volunteers can feel
confident that they are working

from a base of strength built by
community leaders willing to
help St. Cloud State University.
This list shows the impressive
numbers and the volunteers
who contributed their time as
chairpersons of past community
campaigns.

No. of
contributors

Total amount
for year

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

115
143
159
190
175
232
217
231

$34,207.50
$48,924.00
$60,811.25
$68,418.50
$88,226.64
$84,788.50
$94,183.00
$105,761.79

1985

321

$143,072.15

1986

300

$178,848.18

1987
1988
1989

284
265
253

$205,896.83
$244,266.09
$320,099.48

Chairpe~n

John Smith
Robert Reinholz
Alex Didier
Scott Abbey
Lee Hanson
Jack Nelson
Jack Amundson
Don Watkins
Jim Langer
-athletics
Al Kremers
Tom Brown
-athletics
Earl Henning
Ed.Johnson
Alice Wick
Dennis Ringsmuth
Bonnie Nies

William E. Hogan, vice president of Inertial Instruments
Operations, Military Avionics
Division, Honeywell, Inc.,
recently was named to the
Board of Directors of the St.
Cloud State University Foundation. Hogan, who has been with
Honeywell in various positions
since 1984, brings a higher education background with him to
the board. From 1973 to 1976
he served as an assistant dean,
then as an associate dean of the
School of Engineering at the
University of Kansas. From
1978 to 1984 he served as an
associate executive vice chancellor for the University of Kansas.
In between, in 1976-77, Hogan
was an American Council on
Education Research fellow.
Hogan received his Ph.D. in
electrical engineering from
Oklahoma State University; his
master's and bachelor's degrees,
both in electrical engineering,
are from Southern Methodist
University and Oklahoma State
University, respectively.
In other Foundation Board
news, board officers for the
1990-91 academic year are: Lee
. Hanson, president; John Schulzetenberg, vice president; and
Larry Sundby, secretary/treasurer. Committee chairpersons
include: Larry Sundby, finance;
Mary Ditlevson Choate, membership; Jim Kelly, investment;
Colleen Thompson, grants;
Warren Teigen, property management; Gerry Otto, Presidents
Club; Jack Amundson, campaign steering; and Janese Evans,
annual fund.

Janese Evans

Evans to head new
fund committee
St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) alumna Janese Evans
has been named chair of the
new SCSU Annual Fund
Committee.
"The committee is being
established to recognize and
focus on the growing importance of the annual fund as a
component of SCSU's total
fundraising effort," said SCSU
Foundation President Lee
Hanson.
The committee will be
made up of representatives of
the foundation's varied constituents, including alumni, parents, faculty, and the community, Hanson said.
"Janese has served the university ably in many volunteer
positions," said Hanson. "We
are delighted that she ·has agreed
to lead our first Annual Fund
Committee."
Evans graduated from
SCSU in 1979 with a bachelor
of science degree in manage-

ment. She earned her MBA in
1981, with an emphasis in
market research. She lives in
Crystal, Minnesota.
In 1985, Evans was elected
to the SCSU Alumni Association's board of directors, and
served as chair and co--chair of
the awards and recognition division. She was elected president
in 1989. She headed the board's
first strategic planning retreat in
January 1989, and has served as
the association's spokesperson.
"I'm pleased to be able to
serve the university in this new
position," said Evans, who was
recently named director of
:;..
research for the Minneapolisbased U.S. Communications
Corporation. "I know that if the
university is to continue to
thrive, it is vital for alumni, parents, and friends to become
more involved in the work of
the SCSU Foundation.''
Evans sees the Annual
Fund committee as an important opportunity for university
supporters to help shape its
future.
The committee will provide
leadership to the foundation's
various annual campaigns by
helping to set goals, consider
strategies, and select themes.
Volunteers will also help solicit
gifts, according to Hanson.
Currently, the committee is
helping raise funds for a special
twenty-fifth class reunion. In
addition, the committee is also
working on enhancing the success of the fall phonathon. The
phonathon is an important tool
for talking directly to many of
our graduates and parents, she
added.
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ALUMNI NEWS
Executives-in-residence

The other side of the desk

Peg Meyer '70, center, is shown with the St. Cloud Chamber of Commerce 1990 Athena Award, awarded for her efforts in the advancement of women in management. Meyer also was recently honored as
one of the top 100 women entrepeneurs in Minnesota in Corporate
Report. Also shown are left, Bill Klein 111, and right, Chamber President Tom Moore. Photo by Jim Altobell

Bob Myers '60 makes it possible for alumni to return to St.
Cloud State. Several years ago
he began contributing money to
fund an alumni-in-residence
program enabling current stu-'
dents, faculty, and community
members to benefit from the
experiences of key St. Cl<?ud
State University graduates.
In the past five years, Jill
Halverson '63, founder of the
Los Angeles Downtown
Women's Center; former acting
FBI director Jo~ Otto '60;

New York-based artist Bill

Beckman '66; and Dr. Ralph
Morgenweck '69, '71, assistant director of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, have brought
their expertise to the campus.
At the same time, participants
in the residency program
become well equipped to form
the links of a strong nationwide
alumni network.
. An outgrowth of the residency concept is the "executivein-residence" program scheduled to take place October

"The Magic of Mardi Gras"
Homecoming 1990 ",

October 26-27

The flavors, sights,
and sounds of a New
Orleans Mardi Gras
provide the backdrop
for a Homecoming
you will not want to

.'

Dll88.

Tentative Schedules
Friday, October 26
Alnwick Anniversary Reunion
Holiday Inn, St. Cloud
5 p.m. Reception
7 p.m. Dinner
8:30 p.m. Program
Class of 1965 Reunion
Radisson Suites Hotel, St. Cloud
6 p.m. Reception
7 p.m. Dinner
Alumni Awards Gala
Radisson Suites Hotel, St. Cloud
6 p.m. Reception
7 p.m. Dinner
8:30 p.m. Awards Presentation
Saturday, October 27
10:30 a.m. Parade
l p.m. Football
Huskies vs. University of North
Dakota Fighting Sioux
Selke Field
4 p.m. Postgame Party
8 p.m. Entertainment

GRF.ATEST OF THE ORIGINAL NEW ORLEANS JAZZ BANDS

Direct from New Orleans, the
Preservation Hall Jazz Band
Stewart Hall Auditorium
For ticket information, call (612) 255--4241.

Watch your mail for further Homecoming details.
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9-11. Participants in the pilot
program include Robert J.
Kammerer '64 and Gordon
R. Erickson '49.
Kammerer graduated with
degrees in history and political
science. He is a corporate vice
president and vice president of
marketing communications,
Marketing Customer Operations of the Xerox Corporation,
Stamford, Connecticut. His
responsibilities include worldwide advertising, marketing,
public relations, and international accounts marketing.
Kammerer has held a
number of key management
po,sitions since he joined the
company in 1964 as a salesman.
Before being named to his present position in January 1989, he
served in various capacities for
Xerox including their Canadian
subsidiary, the Latin American
Group, and the China and MidEast Operations Group.
Gordon Erickson received
an associate of arts degree from
St. Cloud State where he competed on a debate team which
challenged Big Ten rivals. After
leaving St. Cloud State, he
earned a law degree from the
University of Minnesota. Following graduation from law
school, Erickson accepted a job
with a New York City firm.
Eventually he established a private practice with offices in
Stamford, Connecticut. In addition, he serves as secretary and
legal counsel for General
Housewares Corporation.
General Housewares focuses on
the manufacturing and marketing of high-end cookware and
cutlery. The company also
manufactures and markets tabletop giftware and decorative candles, as well as imports and
markets related accessories. In
1988, the company acquired
Chicago Cutlery. In July, 1990
General Housewares Corporation moved its corporate offices
from Stamford to Indianapolis,
Indiana. Erickson's new challenge is to balance his responsibilities to General Housewares
in their new location with the
demands of his continuing law
practice in Stamford.
In general terms, the
executives-in-residence program
offers several enrichments to
university programs. Students
are directly in contact with high
achieving role models. Students
and faculty gain additional contacts with leaders in the business
world. Course offerings can be
enriched by the personal experience of the presenters. The
relationship between the residency participants and St.
Cloud State University will be
•up to date and built upon current information. Finally, participants will ·have access to a vital
academic community.

Alumni Events
September6
Alumni Board meeting, 6:30
p.m.
September 7
President's opening reception
September 22
Hall of Fame day
11 a.m. Brunch, Atwood
Brickyard
Adults $6, Children $4
1 p.m. Football, SCSU vs.
Augustana
For information call
612/255-4241
September 2 7
College of Education reception,
Twin Cities
October 9-11
Executives-in-residence
October 13
Pre-Game Husky Huddle,
Minneapolis.
SCSU Hockey vs. University of Minnesota
October 26
The Magic of Mardi Gras
Homecoming 1990
Alnwick reunion dinner
Class of 1965 reunion
Awards presentations and
year-end review
October 27
Homecoming continues'
Parade
Football game, SCSU vs.
University of North Dakota
Post-game party
November?
Phi Kappa Phi luncheon
November9
Pre-game Husky Huddle, Madison, Wis.
SCSU Hockey vs. University of Wisconsin
November 10
Vocational Rehabilitation
alumni reception, Minneapolis
November 14
Hall of Fame 1991 selection
committee meeting
November21
Fall Commencement
Commencement luncheon,
Sunwoodlnn
November30
Pre-Game Husky Huddle,
Denver, Colorado
SCSU Hockey vs. University of Denver
December 11
Chicago area holiday soire
December 13
Alumni Board meeting
December 14
·
Pre-Game Husky Huddle,
Duluth
SCSU Hockey vs. University of Minnesota-Duluth
Bulldogs .

Name: Loren A. Nikolai
• Year graduated: B.A. degree in business management
in 1966
M.B.A. marketing major in 1967
Address: School of Accountancy
326 Middlebush Hall
University of Missouri
Columbia, Missouri
Occupation: Professor
Family: Wife (Anita), and two children
Loren Nikolai is an internationally
known expert on accounting who teaches
upper division undergraduate and graduate level financial accounting and accounting policy courses. He has had
many books and monographs published
since 1976.
The 1966 SCSU graduate has a long
list of distinguished administrative and
committee experience, including positions in the American Accounting Association and numerous university committees.
Nikolai has received a plethora of awards during his university career, including the Ernst & Young Distinguished
Professorship award, a citation in Who's Who in the World
and recipient of the Association of Accounting Students'
Teacher of the Semester Award.
The National Industry Committee and the United States
Government have benefited over the years from his financial
consulting expertise. He also does consulting for 3M Company, St. Paul, and a nursing home.
In addition to being a member of the American Accounting Association, Nikolai is a member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, among others. He has
also taught at the University of North Carolina, the University of Minnesota, and the University of Wisconsin.

Name: John E. Herges
Year graduated: B.A. Degree in 1972 in Economics
M.B.A. Degree in 1977 in Finance
Address: St. Cloud
Occupation: Senior Vice President of First American
National Bank of St. Cloud
Family: Wife (Diane)
John Herges is in charge of commercial
loans for the First American National
Bank of St. Cloud. His duties include
business development, evaluation, and
processing and servicing a broad range of
commercial business credits.
Herges also supervises the Agricultural Loan Department, and is a member
of the Loan Management Committee,
the Executive Committee and the Funds
Management Committee.
Having worked in various capacities on every SCSU
_
Community Campaign Fund Drive, and a current member of
the Presidents Club, Herges is affiliated strongly with the
SCSU Foundation. He also is past president of the Alumni
Association.
Herges is heavily involved in the community, having
served as president of the St. Cloud Kiwanis Club, treasurer
of the St. Cl9ud Area United Way, a committee member of
.the Downtown Association, the St. Cloud Area Economic
Development Partnership, Inc., and worked with the St.
Cloud Jaycees.·
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Name: Patricia K. Kuhl
Year Graduated: B.A. degree in 1967
Address: Department of Speech and Hearing Sciences

WJ-10
University of Washington
Seattle, Wash.
Occupation: Professor
Family: Husband ( Andrew Meltzoff), one child
Patricia! Kuhl is an important researcher
in the field of how infants learn language.
She has received three research grants
from the National Institutes of Health
(NIH) and divides her time evenly
between teaching and researching. Her
work has often been covered by the
popular press.
As a Fellow of the Acoustical
Society of America, she is a member of a
distinguished international community
of about 6,000 researchers studvin~
areas like physics, engineering, psychology, biology, physiology, speech, and music. In her area of research, there are only
thirty-three other similar researchers in America and Europe.
Kuhl serves as Associate Editor for the Journal of the
ACQWtical Society of America, and currently is listed in "Who's
Who in America.'' She also has been cited by the Kennedy
Council for recognition in their "Women in Research"
program.
The NIH has enjoyed her expertise on a national task
force that helped create a new institute called "Deafness and
Other Communication Disorders." The task force developed
research priorities and secured funding for the institute.
Kuhl was nominated in 1978 for the National Science
Foundation's Alan T. Waterman Award, which recognizes
outstanding young scientists.

Name: Edward L Johnson
Year graduated: B.S. Degree 1964 in Physical Education and Social Science
M.S. Degree 1968 in Secondary
School Administration
6-Year-Degree Program Graduate in
Secondary School Administration
Address: St. Cloud
Occupation: Assistant Principal of St. Cloud Technical
High School
Fami ly: Wife (Nancy), four children
Edward Johnson, known affectionately
as either Ed or Eddie to many folks in St.
Cloud, has had many years of service to
St. Cloud State University (SCSU) and
the community.
His vast SCSU involvement includes being president of the Alumni
Board and vice president and president
of the St. Cloud Husky Booster Club. He
currently is a member of the Alumni
Board.
Johnson is highly involved with the St. Cloud community as well. He has been president of the St. Cloud Junior
Achievement Board, the St. Cloud Safety Council, and served
on the board of directors for the Area Junior Achievement
Program.
In addition, he is the-former state coordinator for the
Minnesota Association of Secondary School Principals. He
was responsible for all student council activities in the state,
six summer workshops, and advising the executive board.
Johnson currently is a member of the National Association of W or~hop Directors and the National Association of
Student Councils. He has been the Tech High School student
council adviser since 1969.

CLASSNOTES

Nancy Bader and Dorion Sheets Photo courtesy Air Rate Traffic Control

Two for traffic
Two former St. Cloud State
University (SCSU) students are
finding success and fulfillment
under the same "friendly sky."
Although their paths have
not yet crossed, Dorlon Sheets
'60 and Nancy Lea Bader '83
both work at the Kansas City
Air T raffle Control Center.
-sheets has worked there for
eleven years as a logistics specialist. He synchronizes the
shipping and receiving of products varying from expensive
electronic parts to computer

ers that lived at 901 Fourth
Avenue South," he says with a
chuckle.

JULIA DAHL '04, St. Cloud, celebrated her 102nd birthday on July 4,
1990. After completing eighth grade and
only one year at the Normal School, she
was asked to accept her first teaching position. Julia continued teaching at country
schools and in the Minneapolis School
System until 1949, when she retired. With
the help of in-home assistants, Julia is able
to live in her own home. During the
summer, she enjoys sitting on her porch.
MARY SHERMAN ARNOLD
JOHNSTON '12, Libby, Mont., is the
grandmother of Bill Johnston, director of
alumni relations at the University of Mon- ,
tana. Bill relates that Mary memorizes a
poem every week but that she was forced
about five years ago to give up her daily
bike riding.
JOHN J. MALONEY '36, '41 and
INEZ PEDERSON MALONEY '36,
'62, live in Minneapolis. John is a retired
school administrator. He and Inez are both
members of the SCSU 50-Year Club and
had made plans to attend the 50-Ycar
reunion activities this spring until John
unexpectedly was taken to the hospital the
day before the reunion. In a recent letter,
he indicated that his health is much better
and that he and Inez are already malcing
plans to attend the 50-Ycar Reunion 1991.
BARBARA SOMSEN PEDERSEN
'46, Othello, Wash., recently retired from
her position of migrant skills coordinator /records clerk for the State of Washington and the Othello School District.
Future plans include spending the winters ,
on Maui and enjoying her summers in
Othello.

ROGER BOERGER '50, Golden
Valley, has been selected by the U.S. Peace
Corps for a two-year business development
assignment in Fiji. Roger is a retired mortgage banker.

J.P. Bolduc
Sheets, who graduated with,
a major in social studies and a
minor in English, says variety is
the strongest point of his current job. "It's the kind of work
The Board of Directors of W.
where you don't do the same
R. Grace & Co. elected vice
thing all the time," he says.
chairman J. P. Bolduc as presiAs a Minnesota native from dent and chief operating officer
,r'Y1/estport, Sheets plans on retir- of the $6.1 billion diversified
CALVIN
FREMLING
ing in four years and moving
specialty chemical company, it
'51, '55
back to Minnesota after his son
was announced recently by J.
CALVIN FREMLING '51, '55,
earns his music degree.
Peter Grace, chairman and chief Winona, is a recipient of a U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers' 1989 Chief of EngiBader, who started working executive officer.
neers Award of Excellence. Dr. Fremling -~
Bolduc earned a bachelor's
at the center in January, is traina professor of biology at Winona ~
---·
ing to become an air traffic con- degree in accounting ·in 1961
University.
JAMES DIMICK '52, Northfield,
troller. The training program
from St. Cloud State University
was promoted to the rank of full professor
(SCSU). He received the SCSU of physical education at St. Olaf College.
lasts two and one half to three
years, and takes trainees
Alumni Association's 1983 Dis- Jim has served in various capacities in the
American Baseball Coaches Association
through. different phases. "I'm
, tinguished Alumni Award. Bol- : and
will be the clinic chairman for the
pretty brand new in the busiduc is also a member of the
1991 ABCA clinic in New Orleans.
RUSSELL HUFFMAN '53, Payness, and there's a lot to learn,"
board of the St. Cloud State
nesville, announced his candidacy for DFL
she says.
University Foundation and was
endorsement in the Seventh Congressional
the keynote speaker at the 1988 : District. He is a physician who recently
Bader majored in physical
returned from Alaska where he served as
College of Business 50th anni-education and mathematics at
president of the State's medical
SCSU. She was,lured to Minne- versary dinner.
association.
ROBERT R. MULLALLY '54,
From April 1982 to Janusota from Omaha, Nebraska by
retired as director of student activities and
ary 1984, Bolduc served as chief . centers
the opportunity to swim with
and professor of college student
operating officer for President
the women's swim team and by
personnel from the University of
Wisconsin-La Crosse. Dr. Mullally will
Reagan's Private Sector Survey
SCSU's reputation for
continue to teach and consult on a parton Cost Control in the Federal
education.
time basis during retirement. He and his
The excitement and newGovernment ( also known as the wife MaryAnn live in Onalaska, Wis.
GERRY SMITH '55 received a Burness of the job are what Bader
Grace Commission), a privatelington Northern Foundation Faculty
has found to be most enjoyable
sector group of 161 chief execu- Achievement Award from Bemidji State
University for distinguished teaching. He
about air traffic training. "It can tive officers and more than
taught mathematics and computer science
be really stressful, but you get
2,000 private sector business
at BSU for 23 years, while serving as
used to it and learn how to han- leaders who studied the ineffichairman of the mathematics department
for ten years.
dle it," she says.
ciency of government operaFAITH REVIER DOBRENSKI
Both graduates cite the
tions and recommended oppor'59, Cherry Hill, N.J., is teaching math in
people they met as highpoints of tunities for cost savings and
Cherry Hill at Beck Middle School.
GORDON MORTRUDE '59, St.
· going to school at SCSU.
revenue generation. Prior to
Cloud, has been appointed professor eme"While at SCSU, I met some
joining Grace in February,
ritus of St. Cloud State University. Dr.
Mortrude taught in the teacher developreally neat friends, and have
1983, he served as a vice presiment department and served as chairperbeen able to maintain those
dent and partner with the interson of the elementary education departfriendships over the years,"
national management and techment from 1973 to 1977.
FRAN VOELKER '59, St. Cloud,
nical consulting firm of
i~ader says. Sheets also fondly
chairman of the mass communications
remembers his friends at SCSU. Booz-Allen & Hamilton Inc., a
department at St. Cloud State University,
"I'd like to say hello to the oth- post he held since 1977.
was named chair of the Sartell division of

RENEE KRYSTOSEK BYSTEDT

J.P. BOULDUC '60, New York
City, N.Y., has been elected CEO at H. R.
Grace and Co.
OWEN A. HAGEN '61, St. Cloud,
professor of education at SCSU will be a
judge for the 1990 Minnesota Teacher of
the Year A ward.

'68, Renton, Wash., is a European projects specialist for Advanced Nuclear Fuels
Corp., Inc.
AL HAMS '68, St. Cloud, has
owned and managed Al's Music, St. Cloud
for 14 years.

GERALD T. JOHNSON '62,

Anoka, is head of the math department
and coaches 9th grade football and wrestling. He sells real estate with Century 21
in Coon Rapids. He and his wife have five
children.

resides in Excelsior.

JOHN E. PETERSON '62, '67,
Askov, is a teacher in Askov. John and his
wife Judy have twin daughters.
ALAN ANDERSON '63, St.
Cloud, teaches earth sciences at St. Cloud
State University. He was awarded a grant
from the National Science Foundation for
the purchase of computers and related
equipment which will improve the quality
of and access to weather and climate data.
AL BAAS '63, '67, '83, Cambridge,
is employed by Cambridge Community
College. Al is involved with an employment agency for teachers.

DENNIS T. DUNNE '63, '79,
Maryknoll, N.Y., is a newly ordained missionary assigned to Bolivia.

EDITH WAGGONER PRASKA
'63, Grey Eagle, works in the preschool
program for the Melrose School District.
DONALD WOJCIECHOWSKI

'63, Anoka, is a teacher and mathematics
team coach at Spring Lake Park High
School. Donald and his wife Karen have
two children.
GARY M. DELANEY '64, Chaska,
is executive vice president for Northern
Capital Management Co., Minneapolis.

BRUCE SCHLUETER '68, '74,

MIL
VOELKER
t68
LUDMILA A. VOELKER '68, Sartell, has been appointed professor emeritus
of St. Cloud State University. She taught
in the English department and recently
served as SCSU's affirmative action
officer.
JAMES M. ANDERSON '69, Vadnais Heights, is employed by Norrlund
Associates Inc. as a manufacturers'
representative.
MICHAEL GRAFF '69, Shoreview,
is the owner of the St. Anthony Mental
Health Clinic in St. Paul.

PATRICIA PATRICK HOFFMAN '64, St. Cloud, has been appointed

CAROL MONTAMBEAU
GARDNER '66, '68, Canton.,Mich., is a

Bolduc elected
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1960-1969

West St. Paul, is a senior sales director for
Mary Kay Cosmetics.

professor emeritus of St. Cloud State University. Dr. Hoffman was a professor in the
counseling center. •
THOMAS J. ROUGIBR '65, lives
in Jordan, Minn.
PAUL BECKER '66, Anoka, is
employed by Central Collection Service as
a sales representative.

1950-1959

paper.

PIDL MOYE '67, Mora, is superintendent of schools for Mora.
MELISSA J. ANDERSON '68,

1900-1949

Center

the St. Cloud Area Chamber of
Commerce.

consultant for Oakland Schools where she
works with local school districts in the
areas of state and federal programs and
school improvement planning. She recently
was awarded the James B. Edmonson
Award by the University of Michigan
School of Education. This award recognizes an outstanding doctoral dissertation
in the field of secondary education or educational administration.

1970-1975
ANNE WINTER CUBLEY '70,
Hayward, Calif., is chief deputy registrar of
vital statistics for Alameda County.

RICHARD GRUBER '70, Sauk
Rapids, is a certified public accountant
with James and Gruber, CPAs, St. Cloud.

PAM ZENNER MAURER '70,
Clearwater, is employed by the V ctcrans
Administration Medical Center, St. Cloud,
as head of the radiology and speech
pathology department.

DANIEL D. O'CONNELL '66,
•.

Minnetonka, is president of Viking Paper
Distributors Inc., Minneapolis.
JAMES PEHLER '66, '67, St.
Cloud, was chosen by the U.S. Department of Education to serve as a panelist
and help determine the site for a new Center for Education Finance and
Productivity.
BOB WEDL '66, '67, Minneapolis,
Education for Minnesota Deputy Commissioner, recently spoke at the College of St.
Benedict on "Education in the 1990s."

DARLENE STARK HARDING
'67, Clarence, N.Y., is in her fifth year of
teaching mathematics courses at Medaille
College in Buffalo, N.Y. She also is working toward her doctorate in math education at the State University of New York,
Buffalo.
JOHN HEINO '67, Keewatin, is a
school clinician for cooperative in the Cloquet area.
MIKE HURST '67, Brooten, completed his 19th year as junior high band
director at Belgrade-Brooten-Elrosa Public
Schools. Mike and his wife Donna have
two children.
JAMES E. KOENIG '67, White
Bear Lake, is employed by the Metropolitan Council of St. Paul as a systems programmer analyst developing application
software for its database management system. He enjoys camping, fishing and
running.

PEGGY
MEYER

'70

PEGGY FORD MEYER '70, St.
Cloud, recently received the 1990 Athena
Award for her contributions to the
advancement of women in business. Peggy
is co-owner of Meyer Associates, St.
Cloud.

JULIE DIEKMANN BLONIGEN

'71, '72, St. Cloud, is employed by the
Sauk Rapids School District as a speechlanguage pathologist. Currently, Julie is on
a leave of absence filling a part-time faculty
appointment as a communication disorders
faculty member at SCSU.
DOUG FOX '71, '72, Chicago, is
the director of Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation in Chicago.

DIANN BUTENHOFF BENSON
'72, Maple Plain, recently graduated from
the Minnesota Legal Assistant Institute and
is a paralegal at the Law Office of Scott
Wilson.

KAREN ERICKSON-EVANOFF

'72, Marietta, Ga., is a homemalcer who
enjoys sewing, doing crafts and needlework. She and husband Randy have two
children.

PATRICIA NIEDZIEI.SKI KUHL
'67, Seattle, Wash., was nominated for
·meri)bership in the national honor society
Phi Kappa Phi and will be the recipient of a
distinguished alumni award from SCSU
this fall 1990. Patricia is an associate editor
of theJowmal of Aooustical SocietJ and

Neuroscience.

DAVE LUCCA '67, '73, Stanchfield, has had five articles and two cartoons
published on fly fishing.
ROGER MELAAS '67, '69, '89, St.
Cloud, recently won the Ashland Oil
A ward for teaching. Roger is a teacher at
Discovery elementary school.

STEPHEN
HANZLIK

'77
STEPHEN HANZLIK '72, '77,
Alexandria, is a business and social instructor and head baseball coach for School
District 206, Alexandria.

DON STELLO '72, St. Cloud,
recently completed a home of his own
design in St. Cloud. Don is employed as a
contract manager by ManaDyne, Inc., a St.
Cloud property management company.

SHIRLEY EICHTEN ALBRECHT

'73, St. Louis, Mo., was named president
for the Sales and Marketing Executives of
Metropolitan St. Louis for the 1990-1991
term. Shirley is president of The AdGroup
Inc., a full-service marketing and communications agency.
CHARLES T. HOLMSTROM '73,
resides in Sioux Falls, S.D.

ROSS K. LYNCH '73, '75, Waunakee, Wis., is a rehabilitation psychologist
for Professional Rehabilitation Services in
Madison and is president of the American
Rehabilitation Counseling Association. He
recently received a Professional Service
Award from the American Rehabilitation
Counseling Association for his dedication
and service to the field of rehabilitation
counseling.
IRENE BERGSTROM MLENEK
'73, Waseca, completed her accounting
degree at Mankato State University in June
1989. She is employed as a cost accountant
at E. F. Johnson's in Waseca. She and husband Art have two sons.
HOWARD L MUNDY '73, Apple
Valley, is a senior software instructor for
Cray Research, Inc. in Eagan.
.
SUSAN SCHAEFER REDMAN
'73 , Lamberton, is an art instructor for
grades K-12 as well as a community education director. Sue was named Lamberton
teacher of the year. She and her husband
Butch farm near Lamberton and have two
children.

MICHAELD.
SULLIVAN '73
MICHAEL D. SULLIVAN ' 73,
W alnut Creek, Calif., is regional sales
manager for Gates McDonald & Co.,
Northern California Region. Michael also
conducts unemployment cost control
seminars for the company.
JACK GUSTAFSON '74, St.
Cloud, employed by St. Cloud State University in its human performance lab,
recently attended a seminar in Des Moines
entitled K,who-Jitsu (Vital Points) fc,r Self.
Defense. He has been teaching accredited
karate classes at SCSU for over 20 years
and holds a third degree black belt in Ryukyu Kempo along with two advanced
degrees in other martial arts.

DEBRA CAPIN HENDRICKSON
'74, lives in Eveleth.
INEZ KRONENBERG '74, '79, St.
Cloud, is employed by SHOEBOX to
SHOWCASE as a consultant.
JIM RAJALA '74, '75, works in
Hayward, Wis.
LINDA L SCHLANGEN '74, St.
Cloud, is employed as a bookkeeper by
Stearns C'..ounty in the·motor vehicle office
of the license center.
.

JANET VENNEBERG SCHMIDT
'74, resides in Valley Falls, Kan.
SANDRA BARNHOUSE '75, publications editor at St. Cloud State Univer-

DAVID BUROWAID '81, Min-

sity, attended a 4-day international
women's conference in June, which
included 240 American women who traveled to Beijing, PRC, and met with their
Chinese counterparts within the All-China
Women's Federation.

PATRICE REISGRAF CURTISS

'75, Coon Rapids, is employed by ISO
#317 Deer River as an English teacher.
Patrice and husband Leonard have 2 boys.
LAUREL FORCE '75, White Bear
Lake, is a lab control clerk at St. Paul
Ramsey Medical Center.
JOHN KORMAN '75, So. St. Paul,
is a social worker in Minneapolis.
SUSAN HESCH RINGSMUTH

'75, Lincoln, Neb., is president of Lancaster County Extension Club and very active
in volunteer church work. Susan and husband John have five children.
KAREN THOMPSON '75, St.
Cloud, along with SHARON
KOWALSKI '80 recently received the
National Organization for Women's 1990
Women of Courage award. Karen is a professor of Health and Physical Education at
St. Cloud State University.

1976-1980
LYNN BRYCE '76, '81, St. Cloud,
was selected as one of 75 holocaust scholars in the U.S. to participate in an invitational conference at Princeton University.
DELORES GILLES '76, St. Cloud,
married Gary Nelson in June. Delores is
employed by Rocori High School, Cold
Spring, as a teacher.
CAROL MEREDITH '76, Rice,
along with BARBARA HAMILTON
'87 have opened Link, Inc., a company
that specializes in cash register tape
advertising.
·
JOSEPH RASSIER '76, resides in
Deephaven.
HARVEY SCHMITT '76, St.
Cloud, is director of housing for Catholic
Charities.
MARIE BARRY '77, Monticello, is
a speech/language therapist at Rockford
elementary school in Rockford.
CHARLES E. SWEENEY '77, Lake
Worth, Fla., married Jody Mikula of Lake
Worth in January 1990. He is employed as
an audit manager by Laventhol & Horwath, West Palm Beach, Fla.
TOM TRIPLETT '77, Delano,
serves as co-chairperson of the Q.-7 Blue
Ribbon Commission, a committee that
focuses on students and the future.
MARK TRUMPER '77, Edmonds,
Wash., is the chief executive officer and
president of Forms Management Corp. in
Bothell, Wash.

CATHLEEN
MAGUIRE
DeGRAFF'78
CATHLEEN A. MAGUIRE

DeGRAFF '78, Tucson, Ariz., is a senior
sales director for Macy Kay Cosmetics and

has just won her second pink cadillac from
the company. Cathy has two children.
JOHN HANENBURG '78, Cedar,
is employed by Honeywell in New
Brighton.

G. EDWARD LEARNED '78,
Brooklyn Center, is manager of technical
services for Wilson's in Minneapolis. He is
a past member of CADRE Executive Steering Committee.
LINDA VAINIK '78, Virginia, is a
swimming instructor at the local YMCA.
ANN CLARK '79, Cold Spring, is a
speech-language pathologist and works
with a regular school caseload in the Sartell
School District.
JANESE EVANS '79, '81, Minneapolis, is director ofresearch for U.S.
Communications Corporation. Janese also
is a member and past president of the
SCSU Alumni Association Board of
Directors.
PATRICIA HENNESSY '79, St.
Cloud, married Darryl Brehmer in Ma
1990. Patricia is employed by Foley Public
Schools.
BRUCE MARSH '79, Hastings, is
an investment executive for Dain Bosworth
Inc., St. P~ul.

BRIAN L PELTO '79, Eden
Prairie, is district casualty claim manager
for American Family Insurance.
CARMEN PETERS '79, St. Cloud,
won an Ashland Oil prize of $2,500 in
May. He is a teacher for the Sauk Rapids
School District.
MARY PRAX '79, '84, Freeport, is
a speech-language pathologist with Melrose
Public Schools where she supervises student teachers.
BARBARA REED-POLATTY '79,
Monument, Colo., works in marketing
communications at Hewlett-Packard in
Colorado Springs. She and her husband
just completed building a home north of
Colorado Springs.

LEANN KI.ARICH STICHA '79,

'80, Fridley, works with preschoolers and
directs the Preschool Assessment Team in
the Osseo School District.

NANCY V ANOVERBEKE '77,
'81, St. Cloud, works with the hearing-

Appleton, Wis .. Bonnie is a senior loan
processor for Valley Bank in Appleton.
They have one daughter, Cassandra.

ROBERT STREITZ '81, Champlin,
is employed as an operations supervisor
for United Parcel Service.
MARY ADELMAN '82, Avon, is
owner of Mary K. Adelman Advertising,
Avon. Mary and her husband have two
boys.

ABDUI;.RAHMAN M. AL-

BASSAM '82, Saudi Arabia, is a program
analyst for ARAMCO.
CHERYL RASMUSSEN DALE
'82 and DON DALE '82, live in Maple
Grove with their son. Cheryl is employed
as an account manager for Schulton, Inc.
Don works for Nordic Printing and Packaging as a salesman.
MARY JO HUGHES '82, Houston,
Texas, married John Becher in August.
Macy Jo is a teacher/counselor for at-risk
adolescents for the Houston School
District.
JEFFREY LINDSTROM '82, Cottage Grove, is a manager for HEAF Corp.
in St. Paul.
JOHN R. McINTYRE '82, Eau
Claire, is a police officer for the City of
Eau Clarie Police Department. John and
his wife Jan have one daughter.
LINDA LEE HURT McKEEVER
'82, Duluth, was married in December

LYNN
GREVENOW
'81
LYNN A. GREVENOW '81,
Schooley's Mountain, N. J., is an internal
business systems consultant for Consumer
Products Division, Strategic Computing
and Planning, for American Cyanamid in
Clifton, N .J.

LEANNE VENTRELLA HOIVIK
· '81 , Duluth, married John Hoivik in May
1 989. Leanne is an administrative assistant
for Chromaline Corp.
LUCY M. HUPPERT '81, St. Paul,
is employed by Park Avenue United
Methodist Church as an administrative
coordinator. Lucy also is a keyboard/vocalist in a five-member Christian band,
"The Redeemer's Band."
PATRICIA L)ENSEN '81 , St.
Cloud, is the founder of Lake Country
Counsulting, Inc.

DEBORAH C. SONNICKSEN
MCKAY '81 , Shakopee, was employed as
a programmer/analyst and software engineer from 1981 to 1988. In January 1989,
she returned to school full-time to complete the requirements for admission to the
University of Minnesota College of Veterinary Medicine.
MARK NEEB '81, Clearlake, is vice
president of finance and operations for
Central Collection Service, Sauk Rapids.
MIKE ROWLEY '81 , Minneapolis,
is a systems analyst for Northwest Airlines.
KIM SCHUNEMAN '81 , Sartell, is
employed by Brown & Bigelow Remembrance Advertising as an account
executive.

1989. Linda commutes to Cargill in Minnetonka from Duluth on a part-time basis
where she IS a senior applications programmer. She is on the Cargill women's
softball team that won the Minnesota State
Industrial Tourament last summer.
PAUL PEDERSON '82, Pepperell,
Mass., is a senior software engineer for
lmagiTex, Nashua, N. H .
Park~ SCHULZ '82, lives in Brookl ~-

KATHI HANTEN SCOTr '82,
lives in Benedict.

BRIAN TEDERS '82, Longview,
Wash., is the store manager of Target in
Kelso:Longview, Wash.

COLLEEN ANDERSON '83,
Maple Grove, gave a poster presentation
on D,sphagis at the ASHA convention in
St. Louis. Colleen continues to work at
Sister Kenney Institute.
DAN BENSEN '83, Sioux Falls, S.
D ., is employed by Hutchinson Technology as a manufacturing engineer.
JANE CALLAHAN '83 and
JAMES BULLARD '84 live in St. Louis,
Mo.
JEANNETTE COTY '83, Wayzata,
is employed by Rasmussen Millwork, Inc.,
as a sales manager.
JEROME M. FASHANT '83, Min-,._
neapolis, is a materials manager for Cas- ' ~
cade Medical, Inc.
MIKE FITZPATRICK '83, Eden
Prairie, is employed by Northern Telecom,
Inc. He worked for five years as a programmer / analyst in the Data Products Division. Mike presently works as a technical
marketing manager with voice and telephone products.

ELIZABETH ALDONAS '78,
Annandale, Va., is a language delay teacher
at Braddock Elementary. She was nominated for Virginia's teacher of the year in
1990. Elizabeth and her husband John have
two sons.
TOM BEUNING '78, St. Cloud,
was named membership and promotion
director for Minnesota Public Radio's central Minnesota stations. He will direct
member services and promotional activities
for three stations.

Jtft~

ANNE THEIS
'79

ANNE THEIS '79, St. Cloud, was
named vice president of public relations at
Advantage Marketing Group.
Long Lake, teaches ESL for the Orono and
Mound School Districts. She has two sons.

PAUL GRANOS '80, Excelsior,
along with wife Renee, proudly announce
the birth of their daughter, Cassandra. Paul
is employed as a marketing director for S.
D. McCullough & Assoc., Minneapolis.

CAROL HANNON.ORR '80,

-<topy(ies) of American S ~ ~ ·Alnwick c.asde,
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St. Cloud State Univenity wants to bear &om,. yow

YOUR TURN

RAE POTTER BOENTGEN '80,

resides in Scandia, Minn.

Send to: Alumni &. Foundation Center, St Cloud State University,
720 Fourth Avenue South, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.

,·

Attention form.er members of the
Vets Clu6: ,

TERRY DEAN GORHAM '80,

1981-1991

BONNIE BROWN ELVERUM
'81 and CLARK ELVERUM '81 live in

impaired children in the St. Cloud School
District.

Order the book:

Send

neapolis, is in his sixth year with the Customer Training Department of UNISYS
Corporation where he is a senior
instructor.
CONNIE CROWELL '81, Rosemount, is assistant county attorney for
Meeker County. Connie is the treasurer of
the young lawyers section of the Minnesota
State Bar Association and is the chairperson of the elder law commmittee of the
young lawyers section. Connie sings in a
duo known as The Two Of Us, which performs 40s style music and she was Clondike Kate at the 1985 St. Paul Winter
Carnival. Connie has one daughter.

Belle Plaine, teaches 7-12 grade art for
Belle Plaine and is currently acting as the
district's DBAE coordinator. Carol was
named Teacher of the Year in the Belle
Plaine School District and the Belle Plaine
Education Association has nominated her
for Minnesota's T.:acher of the Year award.
SHARON KOWALSKI '80, St.
Cloud, along with KAREN THOMPSON '75, received the National Organization for Women's 1990 Women of Courage award.

For many St-..,Oloud State alums, the Vets Club holds special meaning.
The club was a.popular, highly visible o~tion Jt SCSU for many

years.

·

,

We would like to include personal stories from some of the
members of the Vets Club in a future story in OUTLOOK in connection with next year's 50th Anniversary of World War II. If you have
memories you'd like to share, either from military service or from your
time on campus, please submit letters and/or photos. Please include
your name and telephone number along with your submission and mail
them to WWII Project, Alumni and Foundation Center, St Cloud
State University, 720 Fourth Avenue South, St. Cloud, MN 56301-

-

~~-

Feel~ ,to use the space below or your own format. "'

' .J~

CYNTHIA SEELHAMMER '80,
St. Paul, has been named governmental
relations manager by St. Paul Mayor Jim
Scheibel. Cynthia will coordinate the city's
legislative lobbying efforts.

1981-1983
DEDE BALCOM '81, '87, St.
Joseph, is personnel director for the city of
St. Cloud.
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DIANN CRANE MALOTKY '83
and JOHN MALOTKY '82, live in St.
Paul. Diann is an entomology assistant for
MetroJX)litan m0&quito control district. ·
She is working on her Master of Science in
entomology at the University of Minnesota. John is a taxonomist with MetroJX)litan MO&Quito Control District.
GAIL MAREK '83, Burnsville, is
the owner of Personal Freedom, a professional social and business events planning
service.
SCOTr D. McPHERSON '83, Chicago, ID., has formed a JX)litical consulting
firm, McPherson Group, in Chicago.
JOHN L MEYER '83, Andover, is a
property management and sales officer for
Farm Credit Bank of St. Paul. John also is
a member ol the SCSU Real Estate

KATHY CUSTER DAHLGREN

'8S, Andover, works for MinneaJX)lis Public Schools in a preschool special needs
program.

.

.

THOMAS HOGAN '8S and
KAREN MANTH&HOGAN '86 live
in Richfield. Tom is an industrial hygienist
for Braun Engineering Testing. Thomas
and Karen have a daughter.
DENNIS JAMES '85, Palatine, ID.,
manages two of Citicorp's bank branches
in Chicago. Dennis completed his MBA at
the Thunderbird Graduate School in
Arizona.

CHRIS11NE FREY SCHUELLER '88,
were married in May 1990. Steven is
employed by Schlenner Wenner &. Co.
CPA'a, St. Cloud.
NATALIE H. SCHMITZ '83,
White Bear Lake, recently was apJX)inted
academic publications coordinator/editor
for MetroIX>litan State University.
PATRICIA LYNN SORENSON
'83, •8s, MinnC81X>lis. married Steven
Omann. Pat is a credit analyst for CVN
Companies, Plymouth.
RICK WlTIWER '83, Clear Lake,
started Wittwer Placement Services, a
placement business specializing in working
with injured workers. Rick and wife Debra
have one son.

1984-1986
MICHAEL BLIX '84, Crystal, is a
senior marketing analyst for Fingerhut
CotJX)ration. He has been married for two
years.
CHARLENE CARLSON '84,
Windom, is a teacher for Windom Public
Schools.
MICHAEL ORAVES '84, St.
Cloud.'married Kristin Tacheny in April.
Michael is a regional sales representative
for Pepsi-Cola, Co., Burnsville.
JENNIFER KESSLER '84, Monticello, completed her master's degree in
elementary education at the University of
Minnesota this summer. Jennifer is a third
grade teacher for Becker elementary
school.
MARIE'ITA F. KLEIN '84, Colleyville, Texas, is employed by Unify CorJX)ration as a senior account executive.
KELLY LANGER NISSON '84,
resides in Silver Spring, Md.
LORI J. OLSON '84, Mission,
Texas, teaches math to 7th graders in Mission and also coaches basketball and track.
THOMAS R. RAICH '84, Northfield, is employed by St. Olaf College in
the Academic Computing Center as a
microcomputer consultant/programmer.
Thomas is taking courses to begin an MBA
program.
PATRICIA DESCHENES REDING '84, St. Paul Parle, is employed by
Maslon Edelman Borman &. Brand law
Arm. Patricia will practice in the areas of
employee benefits, employment law and
general COtJX)rate law.
GLORIA SELINE '84, lives in Lynwood, Wash.
CARI THOMPSON WEST '84,
'86, Buffalo, is in her third year of teaching mathematics at Maple Lake High
School. ·
MEUSSA V. WINTER '84, St.
Louis Park, is a editor/copywriter for
DAMARK International, Inc., Broolclyn
Center.
KARL BRADFORD '8S, St. Paul, is
the owner/instructor of Karate Junction
and Eaatside Karate in St. Paul.

MARK D. LUKE '86, Columbia
Heights, is employed by Honeywell Precision W eaJX)ns Operations in the
Embedded Software Group.

JANE PINT JOHNSON '85,
Chanhassen, is a project specialist for Carlson Companies. Jane received her MBA
degree from the University of Minnesota
. i,n March 1989.

Alumni.
HENRY C. MUELLER '83, St
Cloud, is a pastoral counselor for Lutheran
social service. He has counseling offices in
St. Cloud, Monticello and Big Lake. Henry
and wife Jean are proud grandparents of
new grandson, Daniel.
VIANN OLSON '83, Rochester, is
enjoying her second year of teaching
mathematics at Rochester Community
College.
MARK R. RAMLER '83, Rochester, recently joined the Department of
Cardioloiv at Mayo Clinic as a CP screen
monitoring technician.
RICKY RUSSELL '83, Maple
Grove, is employed by Oak Park Heights
Prison as a corrections counselor.
TERESE SAGER '83, '90, New
Brighton, married Marlon Scheeler in July.
Terese is a teacher for the Minne&JX)lis
- Public Schools.
STEVEN SCHUELLER '83 and

CLASSNOTES

KEITH
LAUDENBA
'8S
KEITH LAUDENBACH '85,
Waite Park, is an account officer for First
Bank St. Cloud. Keith had the opJX)rtunity
to run with the Olympic torch on June 23
in St. Cloud.
LAUREL MEYER '85, St. Cloud, is
a clinician in Annandale and serves as part
of the team working with handicapped

children.
BRAD MILLER '8S, Clarlcston,
Mich., is a unit sales manager for
M&.M/Mars in in Detroit.

LISA FLICKER NELSON '85,
Pierz, married Scott Nelson in May. Lisa is
a teacher in Monticello.
DIANE SCHERER '85, St. Clqud,
is an assistant basketball coach for St.
Cloud State University.

DANELIS SPAULDING '8S,
Lynchburg, Va., is a foster care prevention
specialist for the Lynchburg Division of
Social Services.
JUNE PREIMESBERGER TOUGAS '85, Pierz, married Todd Tougas in
June 1990. June is an elementary teacher
for Cold Spring Schools.
KEELY WEGEN '8S, '87, St.
Cloud, ,is employed by the Osseo School
District.
JANE RELLER AGUILAR '86,
Hawthorne, Calif., teaches math at Hawthorne High School. Jane is participating in
curriculum development and writing in
California School District. Jane recently
had an article published in California Math
Council's Communicator.

REBECCA NYSTROM HAlUL
'86, married Jeffery Bartt in June 1990.
Rebecca is employed by Moose Lake
School.
BRUCE BECHTOLD '86, St.
Joseph, married Pat Schleper in May 1990.
Bruce is employed by Stearns County
Sherrifs Department, St. Cloud.
NANCY BRANDT '86, St. Cloud,
recently graduated from the College of
Veterinary Medicine, University of Minnesota. Nancy works with a clinic in Las

Vegas.
EARL EDEBURN '86, Hoffman
Estates, ID., is an instructor for Amdahl
Education, teaching DB2 in its national
education centers. Earl completed his masters degree with concentration in MIS in
1988 at the University of Minnesota.

SHEILA BECKMANN FRANK

'86, St. Cloud, married Randy Frank in
April 1990. Sheila is employed by Bankers
Systems.
JACQUELINE BENSON
GHYLIN '86, Plymouth, is a systems analyst for First Bank Systems.
CHRIS GQRIX)N •86, St. Cloud,
facilitated four learning atyle sessions for
fifth through eighth grade students who are
members of the Mid-State Educational
District at Utde Falls.
CHARLES ROGER HENKEMEYER '86, St. Joseph, married Laurie
Mendel in May 1990. Chatles is a speech/language clinician for Milaca Public
Schools.
KRIS KAHLSON '86, is an account
executive for ProMedia Productions.
TODD KELM '86, Sartell, is partner
and owner of Anderson &. Kelm Attorneys
in Sauk Rapids.
DANA KIECKER •86, Maplewood,
is a former SCSU pitcher who made his
first major league start for the Boston Red
Sox in July.
JEFF KULLBERG '86, Plymouth, is
an assistant manager trainee for Menards.
Jeff was recently named Employee of the
Month.

TIM
McCARTNEY
'86
TIM McCARTNEY '86, Bemidji, 1is
a technical coordinator at Future Interconnection System project office for National
Public Radio, Washington D.C.
PHILIP K. MILLER '86, Minneapolis, received his juris doctorate from William Mitchell College of Law, St. Paul.
KELLY ALTHOFF RADLOFF
'86, Madison, Wis., is editor of a monthly
magazine and two newsletters for Credit
Union Executives Society.
ROBERT D. ROERS '86 and RITA
C. LORLEBERG ROERS '86, reside in
Renton , Wash. Rita is a district sales
manager for Bombardier CotJX)ration.
CHERYL PAULSON THOEMKE
'86, Madison, Wis., currently attends the
University of Wisconsin along with her
husband. The couple has two daughters.
COLLEEN THOMPSON '86,
Willmar, was apJX)inted dean of instruction at Willmar Community College from
interim dean of instruction. Colleen was
awarded an Excellence in Leadership '
Award from SCSU.

BELINDA PAULY VANBEEK
'86, Cold Spring, married Michael Van
Beek in July. Belinda is employed by
Dobbs T emJXlrary Services, Edina.
LOUIS VETSCH '86, Rochester, is
a programmer/analyst for Analysts International Corp. Louis is working as a contractor to IBM.

1987
JOEL E. ATHMANN, St. Cloud,
married Bonnie Kane in June 1990. Joel is
a certified public accountant for McMahon, Hartmann, Amundson and Co., St.
Cloud.
KIM DELANGE BIALKA and
BRUCE BIALKA, were married in June
1990 and make their home in Rochester.
Kim is a speech-langauge pathologist for
Rochester Independent School District
535. Bruce is a district accounting manager
for Browning-Ferris Industries.
HEIDI JOHNSON BRANDT, Eau
Claire, Wis., is a software analyst for Cray
Research, Chippewa Falls, Wis. Heidi
plans to start taking classes toward her
MBA soon.
DINA DEENE, Coon Rapids, is a
rehabilitation consultant for AAD &. K
Rehabilitation, St. Cloud.
KATHRYN FRANCE, Marshall,
completed her mas~•s degree at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point. She
initiated two swallowing disorder programs
and provided inservice workshops on
communication disorders. Kathryn is a
speech pathologist for Hearing and Speech
Center.
CONSTANCE B. GOLDING, St.
Paul, received her juris doctorate degree,
aun lawde, from William Mitchell College
of Law in June.
BARBARA HAMILTON, along
with CAROL MEREDITH '76, St.
Cloud, recently opened Link Inc., a company specializing in cash register tape
advertising.
SARAH RATTLING, Rochester, is
a speech-language clinician for the Plainview Public Schools.
RICHARD HEIN and CINDY
l{ADING '89; live in Onalaska, Wis.
Richard is an international product specialist for Norplex Oak, and is working
toward an MBA.
GREG HESSEL, Milwaukee, Wis., is
a divisional manager for D &. B.
DENISE HOFF, Eden Prairie, is a
manager for Dayton's Southdale, Edina.
BRIAN HOLTHAUS, Rochester,
and NADINE PAZDERNIK, Sartell,
were married in June 1990. Brian is
employed by IBM, Rochester. Nadine is
employed by Varitronic Systems.

BARBARA FARRELL HUSMANN and RANDY HUSMANN '88

live in Wadena. Barbara is a special education teacher for Motley/Staples Middle
School.
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MARTHA MEALEY KEARIN,
Owatonna, is an accounting finance•assistant for Cargill, Inc., New Richmond.
KRISTIN KIBBLE, Plymouth, is an
instructor for Norrnandale Community
College. Kristin received her MA in Physical Education from Mankato State University in 1989.
JOSEPH E. KOMAREK, Plymouth,
teaches part-time consumer math and basic
skills at Minnetonka High School. Joe also
coaches junior varsity baseball at Hopkins
High School. He is planning on returning
to SCSU to complete his masters degree
work.
ELLEN LUNDBERG, Excelsior, is
pursuing a doctorate in early childhood at
the University of North Dakota.

LAURA REYNOLDS McLELLAN
and PAUL McLELLAN '88, live in
Monticello. Laura is a second-year graduate student at SCSU and employed as a
graduate assistant by SCSU. Laura and
Paul have two children.
, CHET OLINGER, Victoria, has
been accepted to the Thunderbird School
where he received an AIESEC
assistantship.

TIMOTHY LAWRENCE
OLSON, Wheeling, ID., is a pension actuary for Noble Lowndes Consultants and
Actuaries.
BRENDA K. SCHULER, North
Mankato, is a retail manager for C &. N
Sales Co., Inc.
TOM SPIELMAN, Shoreview, is a
programmer for the Emergency Systems
Division of US West Enterprises,

MinneaJX)lis.
CHRISTOPHER). SZARKE,
Washington D.C., was selected as one of
the Outstanding Men of America for 1989.
DOROTHY WEST, Princeton, is
employed by the Sauk Rapids School
District.
CRAIG A. WHE'ISTON, Broolclyn
Park, is employed by Superior-Dairy Fresh
Milk Company~ MinneaJX)lis.

PEGGY SCHAEFER WIHTBY,
Friendswood, Texas, married Robert
Whitby in May 1990. Peggy is attending
the University of Houston, Clear Lake,
Texas. She is a manager for Delphinevs,
Galveston, Texas.
PATRICK J. ZABINSKI, St. Cloud,
joined the Department of Physiology at
Mayo Clinic as an electrical engineer.

KELLY JENSEN, Waite Park, is an
advertising account executive for the St.
Cloud Times.
JEREMY LANCTOT, Sauk Rapids,
is a hardware engineer for Honeywell,
MinneaJX)lis.

PATRICKM.
MAHONY
PATRICK M. MAHONY, Maple
Grove, is an account executive for Minnesota Suburban Publications.
MARK McCOLLAR, Morris is a
professional insurance agent for Minnesota
Mutual.
PAUL McLELLAN and LAURA
REYNOLDS McLELLAN '87, live in
Monticello. Paul has been accepted at the
College of St. Thomas in its Human
Resource Development program. Paul is a
vocational follow-up specialist for OpJX)rtunity Workshop, Minnetonka. Paul and
Laura have two children.
MARY LEE MESSER, Elk River,
married Curt Orth in June 1990. Mary is
employed by St. Andrews School, Elk
River.
LYNDA HASBROUCK
MICHAELS, Lakeville, married Walter
Michaels in May 1990. Lynda is a volunteer coordinator for the Minnesota
Masonic Home Care Center, Bloomington.
MICHELLE M. NIKOLAI, Isle,
will be the assistant director for the 19901991 Denmark Program in Aalborg, Denmark at St. Cloud State University's Center for International Studies beginning in
September.
JOHN G. NISTLER, Rochester, is a
systems programmer for IBM. John is
working on the next release of IBM's
OSI400 operating system.
KIM LOCH OLSON, Utchfield,
married Scott Olson in April 1990. Kim is
a social services worker for Meelcer
County Social Services, Utchfield.
CHRISTOPHER REGAN, St.
Cloud, is engaged to Michelle Chirhart. A
September 1 wedding is planned. Christopher is employed by Pueringer Distributing, Rice.

BILL ROTHER, Buckland, Alaska,

1988
SARAH ANDERSON, Sauk Centre, is a clinician for the Dairyland
Cooperative.
KENT BROWN, Cold Spring, was
selected by the U.S. Peace Corps for a twoyear assignment in Tunisia working in apiagrophy, the technology of raising bees.

DANETI'E BUTLER, Manhattan
Beach, Minn. is a manager for Brothers

Lodge.
SULPICIA A. CARO, Fresno,
Calif., is engaged to be married to Matthew
C. Ethen in July 1991. Sulpicia is an office
manager for Evelyn B. Aquino-Caro,
M.D., Fresno.
BRIAN CLARl(E, Sauk Rapids,
married Julie Ann Sandgren in June 1990.
Brian is employed by Central Contractors
Supply.
JOSEPH CONNELL, Winona, married Sheila Viere in June 1990. Joseph is a
brokerage manager for Zapp Bank.
SANDY FEIDLER, Boulder, Colo.,
is a graduate student at the University of
Colorado-Boulder, where she has specific
interest in Preschool/Early Childhood
education.

is teaching math, computer science, biology, physical science and family life/health
to the 24 high school students in
Buckland.
CRIS11NE FREY SCHUELLER
and STEVEN SCHUELLER '83, were
married in May 1990. Christine is
employed by St. Cloud State University.
JOAN K. PFEFFER SKOLTE and
JOSEPH R. SKOLTE, were married in
April 1989 and currently reside in the
Phoenix, Ariz., area. Joan is employed by
America West Airlines in CotJX)rate
Security. Joe is a Lieutenant in the Minnesota Air National Guard and is in undergraduate pilot training at Williams Air
Force Base outside Phoenix. Joan and Joe
will return to the Twin Cities area in May
1991 and Joe will then fly C-130 aircraft
out of MSP International AirJX}rt.
JAMES D. STANGL, resides in
Roseville with wife Patty. James is a software development engineer for NCR
Comten.

KIM R. SPRINGER, Kirlcland,

Wash., is a contract administrator for MetroJX)litan Ufe in the finance division. Kim
volunteered for the Goodwill Games in
Seattle and volunteers with Big Sisters/Big
Brothers.
MA'ITHEWT. FERKINHOFF
JEAN STIEGEL and KEVIN
and LYNNE LAUDENBACH FERHARTHAN '89 were married in June
KINHOFF '89 live in Eagan. Matt is a
1990. Jean is a teacher for Independent
sales representative for Twin City
School District 206, Alexandria.
Concrete.
CINDY LYNCH SUFKA, Sauk
TAMMY LIBBESMEIER FRUTH, Rapids, is teaching pre-algebra and geomeSt. Cloud, married Gary Fruth in June
try at Cathedral High School in St. Cloud.
1990. Tammy is employed by Design Line Cindy also is the cheerleading adviser at
Cabinets, Sauk Rapids.
Cathedral.
PETER GIESER, Gainesville, Fla.,
ANGELA BERSCHEID
received his master of statistics degree in
THEISEN, Waite Park, married Frank
May 1990 from the University of Florida.
Theisen in May 1990. Angela is employed
Peter will begin his Ph.Din fall 1990.
by OpJX)rtunity Training Ceuter.
SABRINA SALES GRISE, Geelong,
SARAH THINESEN, St. Cloud, is a
Australia, is a textile designer for Classmarketing specialist for First American
weave Industries Pty. Ltd.
National Bank, St. Cloud.
CHERYL HERMAN, Waite Park, is
KENNETH TRISKO, Rochester, is
a service control specialist for Marco Busi- working in the System Support Area at
ness Products.
IBM, Rochester. .
LINDA HALBUR HOISETH and
BECKY VORPE, St. Louis Park, is a
ROBB A. HOISETH '88 were married
program manager for mentally handiin June. Linda and Robb are teachng in
capped individuals for Merrick, Co.,
.l!PUlforayear.
Maplewood.

(Continued, next page)

SHELLEY WHEELOCK, Apple
Valley, works for the Jackson Minnesota
School Di.strict where she writes IEP's.
SUSAN SORENSON WIGER,
Waite Park, married Gregory Wiger in
June 1990. Susan is a teacher for Melroee
High.School.
NATALIE LATlKA WOLDSTAD, St. Cloud, married Dean Wo~
in May 1990. Natalie is attending Hamline
University School of Law, St, Paul.

1989
DANIEL ATHMAN, Burnsville, is a
police officer for the Burnsville police
department.
PAUL BADGER, St. Paul is an
associate auditor for Burlington Northern.
DAWN WILKEN BROWN, Iowa
City, married Tom Brown. Da-:wn is a .
patient account repreeentative m the business office for the University of Iowa
Hospital.
JE.ANINE·LARSON CHRISTIANSEN, Spicer, married Gary Christiansen in June and is a fourth grade teacher
for the Brainerd Public Schools.
KELLY COOK, Glendale, Calif. is a
third grade teacher for Emek Hebrew
Academy. Kelly will marry Greg Ceccheltini in the spring of 1991.
JOEL COQ.UYT, Marshall, is an
executive recruiter for Custom Research
Inc., ~wf°~ERING, Springfield, m.•
is a teacher for Glenwood Junior High.
ANGELA DRACKLEY, Bemidji,
works in a birth-to-three program in
Bemidji.

LYNNE LAUDENBACH FERKINHOFF and MATIHEW F. FERKINHOFF '88 live in Eagen. Lynne is a
pharmacy auditing assistant for Partners
National Health Plans.
KEVIN HARTHAN and JEAN
STIEGEL HARTMAN '88 were marrried in June. Keven is a transportation
broker for C. H. Robinson Co., Columbia,
S.C. THOMAS HEIMER, Lake City, is
employed by Loring Park Associates as an
assistant property manager.
SUSAN KAY NELSON JENSEN
married David Jensen in June.
JULIE CHESTER JOHNSON,
Rice married Kevin Johnson in February
1990. Julie is employed by AAA Minnesota of St. Cloud and is a substitute
teacher for St. John's School, Foley.
SUSAN KENNEY, Eden Prairie, is a
school clinician in Montgomery, Minn.
DEAN H. KIENHOU and
SARAH GOBLIRSCH KIENHOU
were married in June 1990. Dean is a
mathematics tezcher for Memorial High
School in Eau Claire, Wis. Sarah is a business teacher at Albany High School.
CINDY KUNDE, Rochester, is
employed by Rochester Schools.
JANELLE L BRISK LANGER,
Pierz, is self-employed with her husband
Tony. They have one daughter, Ashley Jo.
LOIS LARSON, Onamia, is working
on an Indian reservation near Onamia.
KENT R. LIND, Spicer, married
Rachel Schiel in April 1990. Kent is
employed by Nortronics, Dassel.
KIMBERLY WEGMAN LINDELL, Avon, married Thomas Lindell in
July 1990. Kim is employed by Fingerhut

Corpid~;t~ULSON LUNDEEN,

Cokato, is the mother of a baby boy born
in November.
LINDA ECKLUND MESTNIK,
St. Cloud, married Joseph Mestnik in June
1990. Linda is employed by St. Cloud T &
L Credit Union.
TODD M. MUNTIFERING, St.
Paul, is an oriential rug specialist for Soomekh Oriental Rugs.
KATHY BEHR MURPHY, White
Bear Lake, married Scott Murphy in April
1990. Kathy is employed by Eco Labs, St.
Paul.
JULIB A. NIBRENHAUSEN
MUSHEL, is married to William Mushel
and is employed by Landwehr Heavy Mov-

~~tr~

ing,
OPHUS, Minneapolis, is a
member of the 1990 Regional Outstanding
Society for the Advancement of Management honor roll.
SHERYLL OSTER, Maple Grove,
is head teacher for Children's World in
Plymouth.
SHEILA PREUSSER, St. Cloud, is a
kindergarten teacher for Pleasantview Elementary in Sauk Rapids. Sheila and Aarice,
Troy Fritz, are planning an April 1991
wedding.

ERIC QUICK '89, Monticello,
entered the Army Reserve and is in Texas
~~RIGUEZ,St.
Louis Park, is a clinician for the Minneapolis public schools.
PAUL RUEGEMER, St. Cloud,
married Caroline Stein in June 1990. Paul
is employed by DeZURlK Corp., Sartell.
JODI NELSON SCHMITT, Dallas,
Texas, married Soott Schmitt. Jodi is a
fourth grade teacher for Carrolton Independent School Disaict, Dallas, Texas.
BOB SCHWARTZ, Roeeville, is an
account executive for the north central
region for Franklin Outdoor Advertising.
MICHELLE SHEVFELAND, St.
Cloud, is a systems analyst/programmer
for Smren Black Allociates, Inc.
PAT SLE'ITEHAUGH, Chapel
Hill, N.C., just finished his first semester
of graduate work in statistics at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill and
where he is planning to obtain his

doctora~ STANKIBWICZ, White
Bear Lake, is starting an SCSU Alumni
investments group of SCSU alumni in the
Twin Cities. For further information, contact Scott at Suite 300, 325 Cedar Street,
St. Paul, Minn. 55101, 612/224-2391.
GERI LAWINGER SWANSON,
St. Cloud, is a part-time sign language
instructor for Madison elementary school
in St. Cloud and Foley elementary school
in F o ~ TENNYSON, St. Cloud,
married Colleen Rooney in April. Mark is
a systems engineer for Electronic Data Services, Dallas, Texas.
JIM l1RJLL, Melroee, ls employed
by Computers Etc. of Minnesota, St.
Cloud.

1990
JULIE RAE ANTTILA, St. Cloud,
is an office coordinator for Hyman
Freightways, Roseville.
MICHAEL G. BEGIN, Shoreview,
ls employed by Mid-State Fabrication,
Blain.ANTHONY G. BJERKE, Farmington is a bank examiner for The Federal
~ i t Insurance Corporation, Sioux
City,iEviN J. BLANCHETTE, St.
Joseph, is a teacher for St. John's Preparatory School, Collegeville.
MICHELLE BLENKUSH, St.
Cloud, is a grauduate student in SCSU's
College of Social Sciences.
GWEN NOKLEBY BOWLER,
Montevideo, is a program coordinator for
Chippewa Yellow Medicine DAC.
BONNIB BRAGELMAN, St.
Cloud was a summer staff member for
Luth~an Island Camp, Henning.
THOMAS W. BROWN, Freemont,
Neb., is a quality and process control engineer for George A. Hormel & Co.
ROBIN L CALDONSPAULDING, Plymouth, teaches_ .
toddlers at New Horizon, Eden Praine.
MARK CHILDS, St. Joseph, married Amy Daiker in August 1990.
TRACI L CLOUSE, Hutchinson, is
an industrial engineering specialist for Hutchinson Technology, Inc.
MARY T. HAUGH COLLERAN,
St. Cloud, was married to Timothy Colleran in June 1990.
DOUGLAS C. DAHLBERG, Minneapolis, is employed by Athletic X-Press
as a management trainee.
SCO'IT S. DANELSKI, Sturgeon
Lake, is a foreman/heavy equipment o~ator for Danelski Construction Co., Wil-

CLASSNOTES
DELORES WALLER.THATCH,
Olivia, is a program director for Prairie
Community Services.
ANDREA C. HANISCH, St.
Cloud, is an applications programmer for
Anderson Trucking Service, Inc., St.
Cloud.
MABJORIB WRIGHT HAWKINS, St. Cloud, is employed by the St.
Cloud School District u a staff developmen~N K. IHNDE, Minneapolis,
is a volunteer for Mark Dayton's Cam-

paign=:a't.~FBCHEN

and
JOANN MARTIN HOESCHEN, were
recently married and reside in Alexandria.
Kerry is employed by Aldine ISO Shotwell
Middle School in Houston, Texas. JoAnn
is an elementary school teacher at Starvall
elementary school in Houston, Texas.
LINDA HALBUR HOISETH and
ROBB A. HOISETH '88 were married
in June. Linda and Robb are teachng in

r:~J.+HoLMF.S,

Japan
Maplewood,
is a mobilization plans officer for the
Department of Military Affairs, St. Paul.
•
JANELLE E. HUSTON, Minneapolis, is a patient account manager for Gastrointestinal Diagnostic Center.
STUART C. JENSEN, Pierz, ls a
cost accountant for Champion lnternatioi~~CHER JULKOWSKI, Coon Rapids, ls a teacher for
Kinder Care in Coon Rapids.
CARI KALLIO, Two Harbors, married Scott Boedigheimer on August 25,
1990
sHIRLEY KOHNEN KALTHOFF, Richmond, is a special education
teacher for Rocori School District.
TODD G. KAMPA, Oak Grove, is
employed by the Federal Deposit lns~ce
Corporation, Mankato as a bank ~ e r .
DONALD J. KASPARI, Mora, 11 an
industrial engineer for Engineered Polymers Company, Mora.
CAROL PETERSON KEEN, Princeton, is employed by Mille Lacs County
Family Services as a social worker.
EDWARD A. KEYSER, Willmar, is
a mental health counselor for West Central
Community Services Center.
ALICE K. KILVINGTON, Minnetonka, is a chemical dependency counselor
for Vinland National Center, Loretto.
STEVEN M. KINNEY, Little Canada, is an area manager for Target in
Roseville.
JOHN G. KOCKLER, Sartell, is the
owner of Computer Factor.
DONALD J. KOSHOL, St. Cloud,
is a production assistant for Pioneer Teleproductions, In_c·=== = =

SHARON R. KOUICKARI, o..eo,
is employed by Brenda Schaeffer &. AIIOdates as a psychotherapist.
HENRY J. KREY, Rice, is a ftftb
grade teacher at Hillside Elementary, Sauk
Rapids.
KRIS A. KRONENBERG, El1c
River, is a social worker for Sherburne
County Social Services.
DEBORAH E. LALIBERTE, Braham, ls a speech/language pathologist for
Mora Public Schools.
JEFFREY P. LEGARE, Eagan, is
employed by E. W. Blanch Company u a
reinsurance analyst trainee.
MARY M. LEPPER, Plymouth, is a
sales repreeentative for A &. J Enterprises,
Minnetonka.
DAVID A. LUCAS, St. Cloud, is
employed by Meeker County.
SC01T MASSMANN, St. Cloud,
finished first in the 14th annual Great
River Run June 5, 1990.
·
LUANN B. McALP1NE, Buffalo, is
an auditor for Great Thornton,
Minneapolis.
LISA V. MEYERS, St. Cloud, is a
reporter for the Monticdlo Times.
BRENT K. MILLER,, St. Cloud, is a
graduate assistant at St. Cloud State
University.
JUDITH ROSENOW MILLER, St.
Cloud, is a receptionist at First Bank-St.

Clo~HERYL L MILLER, Minneapolis,
is employed by Western Petroleum Co. as
a receptionist.
JULIE HERTZOG MILLERBERND, Winsted, is a learning disabilities/EMH teacher for the Winsted Public
Sch°K'ATHLEEN RYAN MUNSCH,
Granite Falls, ls an EBD teacher for Granite Falls Public Schools.
AMYE. NELSEN, St. Cloud, is an
elementary teacher at South Elementary.
WENDY L NELSON, Nokesville,
Va., is the program director for the AIIOdation for Retarded Citizens of Northern,
Va., a residential summer camp serving
people with developmental disabilities.
J. MARK NORMAN, Andover, is
employed by Qµality Communications as
an installer.
MARK A. OLIVER, Ontario, Canada, is a lab technician for Adanac Images
of Ontario Ltd.
PAULA M. ORWOU., Coon Rapids, ls a residential counselor for Volunteers of America.
CORYNNE PHILIPSEK OTTO,
Rice, is a special instructor for Independent School District 742.
PATRICIA JOHNSON PETERSON, Clear Lake, is employed by Becker
School District as an ECFE Coordinator /ECSE Teacher.

KELLY J. PPANNENSTEIN, St.
Cloud, ls employed by Sugar Plum Daycare u a night teacher.
JOANN T. PLACHECKI, Waite
Park, is a teaching aaistant for Kanas
State University in Manhattan, Kan.
MARY M. RIPPUNGER, Rogers,
is a first grade teacher for Albertville Elementary School.
KENT D. RUBIN, St. Cloud, is a
computer coordinator for the Salvation
Army, Minneapolis.
JOSEPH T. SAUER, Milaca, is a
programmer for the Pillsbury Company,
Minneapolis.
nM G. SCHWEITZER, St. Cloud,
is a programmer-documentation uaistant
for Artist Graphics, St. Paul.
KELLY M. SETn.ES, Richfield, is a
medical-records assistant for Orthopedic ~,
Medicine and Surauy, Edina.
BRENDA LEE SOMMERFELD,
Willmar, is a counselor for the Kandiyohi
Bova Group Home.
MICHELLE T. STAI-BOERGER,
Belgrade is employed as a teacher by Matty's ~ l of Enaliab, Yok~ Japan.
ROXANN£ CONNELL STENSV AD, Glencoe, is a science teacher for
Glencoe High School.
CHARLES M. SYLVESTOR, ls a
programmer/analyst for Cargill, Inc.
COLLEEN K. ROONEY TENNYSON married MARK TENNYSON
'89 in April.
KERSTEN NIX THELLIN, Brooklyn Park, ls employed by Northwest ~erospace Training
as a CBI specialist.
PATI1 CIPALA VENEKAMP,
Long Prairie, is a counselor for Northern
Pines Mental Health Center.
JODY L WALSH, Minneapolis, is a
summer intern and account assistant for G.
Jl. Baron and Company.
ANN ZEITHAMER WARLING,
Paynesville, is an account executive for
Russell & Herder Advertising &. Public
Relations, Brainerd.

Corp.

We remember..
Our sympathy is with the families
and friends of the following whose
deaths have recently been reported
to the Alumni Association. The
date listed is the year of graduation.

1915 Gladys Gould Parks, Victo1916
1923
1924
1927
1935
1937
1939
1940
1941

1942
1952
1952
1961
1962
1963
1966

low ~~A DANIBLSON, Brooklyn
Center is employed by Partners National
Health.Plans as a computer tape librarian.
ROSANNE E. EKREN, Bloomington is a records management specialist for
Flatley Records Management Services.
JILL WISHERD ERICKSON! St.
Cloud, is a speech-language pathologist for
Foley Elementary School.
KAREN E. GILJE, Stavanger, Norway is employed by Rogaland Mediesenter
as a public relations assistant.
DIANE M. GOETZKE, Woodbµry ,
is an internal auditor for 3M.
BARTON W. GRAY, St. Cloud,
teaches elementary education for the St.
Cloud School District.
KENNETH L HARRELL, Becker,
is a deputy skills/K-9 handler for the
Sherburne County Sheriff's Department.
KENNETH R. HASKE, Sartell, is a
customer service representative for ARA
Services, Brainerd.

1970

ria,Texas
Myra H. Whittier, St. Paul
Laura Jorgensen Gilstad, St.
Paul
Lydia C. Swanson,
Monticello
Hazel Peterson, Maple Lake
Evelyn Hoemke Kroll, Sartell
Wesley F. Manthei, St. Paul
Holly Norwood Plowman, St.
Paul
Stanley Potter
Alice A. Kockum,
Minneapolis
Earle J. Teas, Buffalo
Dorothy Veranth, Bemidji
Clarice Widmark
Thelma Dahlquist, Cosmos
Othella K. Waldahl, Coralville, Iowa
Jean R. Goven, Minnetonka
Mildred Anderson Olson,
Stanchfield
Robert B. Spooner, Adkins,

Texas
1971 Rev. James Schaefer,
Yonkers, N.Y.
1978 Timothy D. Burlingame, St.
Paul

1979 Marilyn Howard Trimble,
Milaca
1985 Daniel C. Walsh, Fort
Worth, Texas

1989 Raymond Pierick,
Minneapolis

1989 Karen A. Budach Schulenberg, Cedar
1990 Kai Liedascope-Larson, St.
Cloud

Friend
Carolyn V. DeSanto, Kimball'
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PAID

Sept. 11
LECTURE/CONCERT
Marsha Tishkov, piano, 8 p.m.,
PAC Recital Hall.

Sept. 17-Dec. 14 ART
EXHIBIT

Forwarding and return postage guaranteed
ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

Tom and Merrill McKibben,
sculpture and mobile display,
Atwood Center Gallery Lounge.
Sept. 30 RECITAL
Marsha Harvey, violin, 3 p.m.,
PAC Recital Hall.
Oct. 2 PERFORMANCE
"Sunda: From Village to City,"
- Festival of Indonesia in performance, 8 p.m., Stewart Hall
Auditorium.

Oct. 15-20 THEATRE
"Little Victories" 8 p.m., Performing Arts Center Arena
Stage.
.,

Oct. 18 CONCERT
SCSU Orchestra, 8 p.m., St.
Augustine's Church, St. Cloud.
For information on events in
SCSU's Performing Arts Center
(PAC), contact SCSU's music
office at 255-3223. For theatre
events, call SCSU's theatre department at 255-3229. For events
sponsored by SCSU's University
Program Board (UPB), call 2552205 for details. All events listed
below are free and open to the
public.

CALENDAR

..,,.,

Oct. 24 DEBATE

I
I

Sept. 26 Counseling the Fam-

G. Gordon Liddy and Timothy
Leary debate ''The State of the
Mind versus the Mind of the
State,'' 8 p.m., Stewart Hall
Auditorium.
Oct. 30 CONCERT
SCSU Jazz Ensemble, 8 p.m.,
Stewart Hall Auditorium.

ily: Experiencing Infertility or
Prenatal Loss.
Sept. 28-29 Administration,
Scoring and Interpreting the
New Woodcock/Johnson
Revised.
Oct. 6 Saturday Science, a series of 15 workshops.
Nov. 1 CONCERT
Oct. 12-13 Interpersonal ConSCSU Band, 8 p.m., Stewart
fl.kt Management and MediaHall Auditorium.
tion: Communication Strategies
Nov. 4 CONCERT
for the Educational
SCSU Concert Choir with brass Administrator.
accompaniment, 4 p.m., St.
Oct. 16 The Body's Defenders:
Mary's Church, St. Cloud.
Current Practice and Future
Nov. 3-10 THEATRE
Directions in Immunology-A
"On the Razzle" 8 p.m., PerWorkshop for Nurses.
forming Arts Center Stage I.
Oct. 25 Adolescent Sex
Nov. 8 CONCERT
Offenders: Examining the
SCSU Orchestra, 8 p.m., Ste_Development and Intervention
wart Hall Auditorium.
of Sexually Abusive Behaviors
(Duluth).
Dec. 15 HOLIDAY CONCERT A St. Cloud Noel, 3
Oct. 25-26 Facilitating Comp.m., Stewart Hall Auditorium. munication with Parents.
Nov. 2-3 Advisor/Advisee-Level I.
Nov. 10 College Day for Kids
Nov. 16-17 Advisor/AdviseeLevel II.
Sept. 21 Dysfunctional Families: Understanding and InterContact: (612) 255-3081 for
vention (Duluth).
information regarding the above
Sept. 25 Grant Writing: An
workshops and conferences.
Introduction.

WORKSHOPS&
CONFERENCES

-
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